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FOREWORD

To implement an educational approach successfully, one must match the philoso-
phy of evaluation with that of instruction. This is particularly 'true when individual-.
ization is the key element in-the educational approach. Yet, as important as it is to
achieve this thatch, the taslyis by no means simple for-The teacher. In fact, without
specific resource materials to help him, he is apt to find the task overwhelming. For
this reason, ISCS has developed a set of individualized evaluationimaterials as part of
its Individualized Teacher Preparation (ITP)'program. These.'materials are desigied
to assist teachers in their transition to indivkivalized instruction and to help tHem
tailor their assessment of students' progress to the needs of all their students.

The two modules concerned with evaluation, Individualizing Objective Testing and
Evaluating and Reporting Progress, can be used by small -groups of teachers in in-,
service settitfgs or by individual teachers in a local school AnvironMent. Hopefully,
they will do more than give eachAeacher an overview of individualized evaluation.
These ITP modules uggest key strategies "for achievini both subjective ,and objective
evaluation of each student's progress. And to make it easier for teachers to put such
strategies into practice, ISCS has produced the assocjated booklets pntitled Perform-

vance Objectiv6, Peis(ormante Assesstneni Resoursvs, and Performance Checks. Using
these materials, the teacher can objectively assess the student's mastery of the proc-
esses, skills, and subject matter of the ISCS program.. And the teacher can obtain,
at the moment wheli they are needed, specific suggestions for reinedYing the stu.;
dent's identified 'defidiencies.

If you are an ISCS teacher, selective use of these materials will guide you in devel-
*

dking an individualized evaluation prOgram best suited to your own settings and thus
further enhariee the individualized character of your ISCS program.

The Co-Directors
Intermediate Science Curriculum 'Study
Rm 41,5, W.H. Johnston Building
415 North Monroe Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32301



-THE ISCS INDIVIDUALIZED TESTING SYSTEM

a.

4

The ISCS individualized testing system for each level of IS.CS
majorsubdivisions:

1. The ITV modules Evaluating and Re'porting Progress
' Objective Testing,

2. Performance Objectives,
3. Performance Cheeks in three alternate forms, and
.4. Performance Asesessment Resources.-

is composed of four

and Individualizing

Evaluating Ond Ifeporting Progress presents a comprehensive overview, with -many
refinements, for individualiling the grading and reporting of students' progress, based
pn both subjective and objective criteria. The Module Individualizing Objective
Testing describes more specifically thOse WS evaluation materials which have ob-
jective criteria the performanN objeCtives, leeks, and resources and it presents
iiractical..suggestions for their use. These twomodules should be considered pre-
requisite to successful use of the-other ISCS evaluation nvterials.-

Each of the'l'erformance Objectives booklets eontains a compOsite list of selected
measUrable Objectives considered important to a given level of the ISCS program.

, However, many of the long-range goals and aims that are at the heart of the ISCS
program do not lend. themselves 'to being expressed as measurable performance ob-
je.ctives.. Thui, these booklets should not be construed as being all-inclusive anthol-
ogies of all the possible learning,outcomes of ISCS.

Each of three Performance Checks booklets contains an equivalent but alternative
set of performance checks which were developed to assess the sthdents' achievement
of 'the objectives state4 in the Performance Objectives booklets..

The PerfOrmance Assessment Resources booklet is a teacher's handbook to be used
in id6ritifying the appropriate perfoimance checks with which t'a evaluaa each stu-
dent. The booklet also indicates how to set up testing situations, correct respOnses,
and give remedial help.

4



NOTES TO THE READER
90

This book is a catalog of ihe ISCS Objectives for Level I. It is primarily a reference
bookfor persons responsible for examining curricula and determining if this program
is likely to meet iheir schooj system's objectives and needs. As a reference book, it
will also be useful to thosegeachers who wish to,write additional objectiyes or per-
formance checks.

Each objective is written in the formal style described in Excursion 2-1 of the mod-
ule Individualizing Objective Testing. As noted in "Chapter 1 that module, each
ISCS objective fdcases on a specific,*directly measurables,tudent action. 'The objec-
tives are, in effect, operational definitions of students' abilities; that is, they .are
statements of how to detect and measure what students can do.4

As you -might expet, ISCS has other important goals and aims that are not listed in
s- thiS book.. They are misking beeause they are generally not directly measurable given

the practical confines7of time and the state of the art of performance testing and
measurement. In many cases, their nature is affectiv.e,-rather than cognitive, and
long-term as opposed to short7term. You will find many Of these goals and aims dis-
cussed in the module Rationale jor IndiPidualization.

The Objectives in this catalog are designed to aid in the assessment of students who
differ widely in their learning abilities and in the kinds of subject matter which they
find difficult. As stated -in the module Individualizing Objective Testing, the key to
the successful use nof this catalog, the related Performance Assessment ReSOurces, and
the various Perfbrmance Checks is selectivity. This catalog of objectives was not de-
signed so thia a specific student or group of students would achieve a fixed pertent-
age of them. Probably no Qne school system and certainly no,one teacher will find.

1111
all of the objectives in this book appropriate. As with a mail order calalog, one must
pick and choose accordffig tO his needs.

The objectives.listed in this book, are dividea into units. Most units include-two
chapters and the related excurkisms, ak shown in Table I. Within each unit, the ob-
jectives baSed on the core and the remedial excursions Of the student materialS are
listed first and roUghly in the order of their development in the student materials.
These are followed by the objectives for the general and enrichment excursions.

.
.:

,



. LEVEL ir

UNIT. CHAPTERS EXCU.RSIONS

1 :i and 2 '1 .thru 3

2 3 and 4 4. thru 8

3 5 thru 7. ...9( thru 14 .

4 8 :and 9 15 thru 19

5 10 and 111 20 thru.,22 .

6 12 and 13 _: 23 27

7. 14 and-I5

,thru

29 .thru. 33

8 16 an) 17 34.. thru 39

9. 18 and 19 40

10 20 and 21

.thru44

.. 45 thru 48

Table 1

The two types of code numbers used. to Mentify the objectives in this book and the
materials which correspond to each of the objectives in the Performance Checks and
Performance Assessment Resources booklets are shown in Figt)re 1, below.
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fliven the:following functional materials: a recharge le battery.,

twotest leads, and an appropriate bulb and socket,..and asked.to
.conhect.the materials so that the bulb lights, the student.
-mauipulites.the materials to make. asimple,circuit 6o that a test
'lead-connects orle'tervinal of the battery.to one terminal of the-

. , bulb socket, the bulb is inSerted tightly-into the socket, the.'

other tprmtnal of'the bulb socket is connectedto the other
-teibminal- Of the:battery by the secondtest lead, and the.bui:13-

lights by cbmctin the materials as-described mith
rected.errors.in the IOTOCe.S.S...

given a.numbered.diagrak,ShaAng. a c ged cell and a bulb in a

socket ani.asked to .select numbers rep enting test lead connec-'

$.tions to Show hOw he wOuld connect the buipOcket to:the batterT

A to-reke.the bulb light, the student applies the candept of a
simple circUlt-whiph requires connecting one' terminal of the .

...battery to'one terminal of-the bulb=socket-with one test'lead.and
connectin-g'the.aher terminal-ofthe battery to the otherterminall
of 11,e bulb-socket with asecond test lead by selectingthe..
ndnirers.on the gagram to'represent.such connections. .

OW.

01 -Core -1

.... .

01-.Core -2

Given four entriep which are associated with g'cience activity and

asked which entry'identifies something that changes in an activity

and aff,ects theresuWof'the activity, the studentAblessifies

sameehing that Changbs'in an agtivity and affects the results of
the activity,as a variable by selectil-v that entry.

Given an assembled
nonoperative item
-bulb, or a ,nonope

irfIple bater
such aanüri
tive test 1

ated ,to-be

-bulb circuit which includes one
halted battery, a burned-out ...,
, arid the following-additional-

itenn which are s erat1ve twO test leads,

-and a battery -- and asked to rind out .why the bulWin*the'r
asseMbled circuit ish!t ligbted, the student clasSifies the nan..7'

functioning component by substi uting functioning copponents

until the system i activated a1id the nonfunctioning compon'ent

has been eliminated fram the sy tem by selecting the nonfunction-

ing component after using that method. 1-

01 -Core -3

01-Core-4

Givpn three flashlight batteries, two of which are dead, two
electrical devices, and three test leads and' asked to.flnd out

which of the three batteries has influence', the student.applies
the concePt that influence-in a battery'is tested by hooking up

te battery.to an electriCal device that will.operate if the

.pattery has influence. by'mparting correctly "which of the

batteries has influence.

.,

01 -Core -5

% .



01-Cbre-6. Given the name of an objebt and a task requirfng the object to
exert influence on another object and asked why the object must..
have influence exerted on it'befo're it can perform the task, the

. student applies the concept that influence must be applied to an'
object to get influence out of.it by ressonding to that effect.

01-Core -7 Given the terms system, subsystem, and component in one cblumn
and their:definitions and a distractor in another column .a.td.
asked to match the terms with their definitions; the student
:Classifies a system as a group of object& that interact with each
other; a subsystem as a group of objects that directly_interact
with each other within a system, and a component as an object that
is part of a system by so matchlrathe words with their defla-
tions.

01-Core -8 Given three circuit diagrams WhiCh contain thesame comPonents-;
one showing the objects ap-individual objects and.the others
showing single functioning systems, and asked which. diagrams
.represent systems and to egplain his answer; the-student applies

.
the. definition that a system is a group of objects which interact

With each'other-by se]..e.s.W.u. the diagrams in which the components

are assembled to interact as a system:and by statiniz the'-notiOn

or. the definition.

.01-Core-9. Given a metric ruler and a diagram with six.labeled points and
asked tomeasure the distaiweeebetween three pairs of the points
to the nearest 0.1am, the student manipulates a Metric ruler to
find the distance between each pair of points in metrl,c units by

_rAzairla and. Lepaltlz the distance between:the designated,pairs,
of points to the nearest 0.2 cmNcorrectly in at least two of the ,
three cases.

01-Core-10 . Given the opportunity to start and obsrve an event'of four to ,

seven seconds duration performed by the teacher or an assistant
while the audible beats of a metronome second timer can be counted
and asked to time the event, the stuaerit applies the procedure for
timing an event with.the metronome timer by telling the teacher to
wtart the activity on a click and then counting subsequent clicks

% until the teacheP stOps by rep=j.hg: the time in seconds to the
nearest whole secOnd.

1
.

01-Core -11

.

Given a list offour.characteristics applicable to data tablet
'and asked to select those characteristics that determine.why
Pcientists tend,to use data tables,-the student recalls that data.:

.'tablesare used because they make firiding relationships between
variables easier, the3 tend to reduce errors by organizink data,



P
.

they provide an'organized way to store data, and they help to in-

sure that the data.needed.are collected by-selecting either the

entry "all of these",or at least three of.the.four,other entrieS.

Given a completed data table as used in Chapter 2 and asked .to Ol-Core-12:

identify threespecified bits of data given in it, the Student

applies the procedurle for locating bits':of'data in a data table

by selatlas the three bits of data;

Given a list of characteristics by which an object iscften de- - Ol-Core-13
),

. fined,and asked to select the characteristic which is part cif an
operational definition, the student recalls that an operational
definition includes.a procedure for measuring that'Which it
defines by seleZ3z.ri the phrase "the way to Measure."

Given.two deciffel numbers and.asked to find the quotient to one
decimal plaCe,.the 'student.applies the rule of division by
.E4126aWajrzthe-quotlent to one'deCimal Place-and by thWinzhis

.work.

01Core -14

'Given two decimal numbers between 1 Jo-a 10,.one of whiCh is Stated 0I-Core-q5

to hundredths and the other to tenths,.and.asked to *multiply these

two. numbers, the student applies the.rules for multiplying decimal

numbers.by-cal_pulalmthe propct'and correc gtly 'placinthe
decimal in'thowoduct and by shomAn&his. work. .

Given three decimal numbers in a horizontal line, two of Which

are stated to hundredths and the other-to. tenthsjand asked'to

-find thetumlfthoSe:th"ree numbers;-the.studefrt-applies the..

rules fOr adding decimal numbers by cals4411_Lz.t the sum and

sb(2_411_4g, his work.t '

01 -Core-.16

Gdiren two decimal numbers in a horizontal line,' one of which is
stated to hundredthS and the.qther to tentlis, and asked to find

the difference between these two numbers, the student applies..

the rules for subtracting decimal numberS by calciatizn. the

difference and showing his'work;.

01-Core-17

Given ample opportunity to work with materials'on a laboratory
activity of more than one day's duration and asked to observe the
cleanup period at the apprOpriate time, the student chooses to

close the laboratoryoactivity period promptty upon receiving

notificatiqn of the time by immediately ;easing,the 1 oratory .

activity, returning materials in uSable, clean condit on to

.01-Core-18
.



.C,

storage places, and in wOrk area cleanup, on at
leaTt-three separate occasions when being observed without,hia

.knowledge by the teacher Or another 'designated person.

'01-Core-19. When asked to'Work in the laboratory with.fellow students, the
'student chooses to cooperate with fellow students in the labora-
tory by =4-polite, wA4ILEg his turn, blellirclerly whey moving
about., and .91serylp4the. right. of his classmates to Work without

.being unnecessarily:disturbed,-when observed without h1s.know1edge
by theteacher or pother designated.person on'at least.three
occasions. :

01-CoreL20

1

When asked to work with.the equipment and text'materfals.of the
-ISCS course,' the studeht chooses to show persbnal re4iOnsibi1ity
for returning laboratory dqUipment no.longer needed to theAproper

. storage places during the'activity period by, retu..r...a'4,ni'sudh
.

ment and materials to the' designated storage places on at least.
three occasions when observed by theteacher-or another designated
observer:without his knowledge.

1-

0

As asked in the "Notes to the Student" section of Prc*ing the; -

Jlatural World/1 to respond iA writing to all of the questionS'An.
the text, the student chooses to write hiS ans his.Student
Record Book to 90% or more of the questions in s:text by
exhibitingthe written responses when the teacher spot checks to
determine if h is doing so.

'01-Core-22 ,

4

'when working independently in the laboratory, the student chooses. ,

Ai
,t6 show proper care and use of.ISC3.1aborato7 matPr.1.4.1-s,bY.

the Materials only for their intended purpose dr by22..4i.eptu&
:permission to do,other specific.experiments with them, when. being.
observed without his knowledge by.the teaCher or anbther:..desJg-.
nated peP8ori on three.oltmore occasions. *:

01 -Vac 01=1 Given four.statements About the.metric system and asked to. .

identify.an advantage of-the metric $ystem for.scientific caltu-'
.lations, the student.recalls that it is advantageous to use the
'metric system in science because itS units are.related by.factors
of ten and therefore,Changing from_one,unit to 'another is

.

.relatively simplb by ae1ealp8the reSbonse to that effect.

01 -Exc 01-2
. ,

Given the names of four systems ofli&suremeq and asked to.
identify the syst6 used'in the 1SCS scieree coursel.thestudent
identifies the metric'system of measurement the.systeMOused in
the 1SCS courSe.by .2Slectla4that entry.

00.

la

10.
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-Given (1) a :reminder, that'in Exdursioh.3: the greater of two vari.- 01-Exc .03-1

. ables, lift..and drag, 'was found by pitting ore force against tlie

other and ('2) two -examples of -findinK the greater variable, or, sby. .

odirect wcomparison ancl.the Other ;by an 1nd4reCt method, and asked.

to select the example whith uses the. direct comparison, the

student dlassifies the example of direct .conparison as the one in

which "the":"two forces' were Allowed to,oppose each other cil.rectly by*

seZectizz that example*
.
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4.
Given definitions for three terms, one..of which is anoperationa1

definition, and asked to se?ect the operational definition, the

student applies the concept that a definition is operational if,it

includesmethods for the detection.and the teasurement of the

entity beih defined by- jsei_ep.ting the definition with those.

characteris

02-Gorerl.
4.- .

When asked whether A problem will occur if each student uses the'

ihasher scale ttlat'he made.for his force,measurey throughout the

ISCS coUrse and to give the reason for his response, the student

applip.the-concept that-the Ilse of standard units-,of measurement

by everyone facilitates the communication of data by stating that

-the use of Washer units will cause a prob,lem and,explaining that,

the use 9f standard units qf measurement facilitates the ca4mUni-

..cation of data.

02-Core-2.,.

,

0-

Given a list of four possible alterations for a force measurer and

tasked to select the alterations he needs on his force measurer if

he is'to weigh a given object whose weight is obviously beyond its

iNange, the student applies the conceiA.that-the rangd of an

instrument can be extended by altering those features which affect -

its sensitivity and precision by. selecting the entries to the

effect that he would need a scale calib-rated in smaller units ah&

a thinner blade.

Given a force measurer with two blades, a newton scale card, paper

clips, and,tWo objects weighing between 0.1 N and 1.0 N and asked

to determine the weight o'f each of the objects, the student

manipulates a force measurer, to determdne the weight in newtons

of'each of the objects by reportingthe weight of each of the'

objects as determined by the teacher to within +0.05 N.

G2-Core-3-

02-Core-LI

iveh a force measurer with both blades, a newton scale card, an-.

alUminum.cup, paper clips, and two objects; each weighing less

than.1 newton, and asked to determine the difference between the g

forCes.(weights) they exert on the blade of a force measuren, the

student applies the appropriate procedures.for manipulating a

.

force-measurer-to determine the weight of each of the No objects

and of Calculating the differepce by Stating, the difference in

'newtons to withid 10% of the Arue the teacher obtains.

02-:Core -5

4\'

,,-

GiVen a data.table indicating the increase in cumulative. weightbf'

'objectsof Unequal maSs as they are:added one at a time-and asked'

to dPraWa conclusion.aboutthe ileightS of the objectsa.mad, the

Student-applies the boncept that uniformly increasing the number.
..

a,

02-Core76



of equa masses will uniformly inprease the total weight of the
group by re9Ponding to tne effect that.the'weights of'the objects
are not uniform.

02 -Core -7 Given a two-variable datastable containing.ideal data for a
relationship involving direct variations and a grid with labeled
axes and asked to construct a graph fvom the data,..the student. .

aPplies the procedure fov plotting points from datA (coordinates)
and'..drawing the approprlate line by-onsVucpinF,a.kraph in which-

/
. each point lies in a strafght line.and the llne,would, if ex-
tended, pass through the origin,

O2-Core-8. When asked.to define weight operationally,. using an ISCS force
measurer, the student generates the operational definition that
weight deflects a force measurer blade when an object is hung.on
it and is measured by the amount the blade.is deflected by
retanoncli. to that effect.

02 -Corei-.9 Given ,a force measurer, whose appropriate newton scale-has been
zerocfl(with the blade bent a fixed amount aeld asked to state how.
much ce is acting on the blade; the student manipulates the
force'lMeasurer to make a correct reading on the scale by reporting
an answer within +0.2 units of the scale.

OP-Core-10

4.

Given a force measurer with the appropriate,blade attached, a hook
to attach an object to the blade, a teacher-prepared scale card
marked In special units, and an object to weigh and asked to find
the Oeight of the object in the units on the special scale card,
the student manipulates the force measurer scale card to Zero it
before weighing the object on the force measurerty acillIstkli the
scale'to zero it with the blade before weighing the object.

OP-Core-Ir When asked to name the metric system unit that he uses in ISCS.
to measure force, the student recalls the.newton as-the metric
term used in TSCS science to measure force by stating the term

newton. , 4

02-Core-12 Given a descrption of a situation and asked how he can tell if a
force is acting upon a specific object, the student applies the
concept that a'force.produces a ohange in (1) the shape, 2 the

rate of motion, and (3) the direction of motion of an object'it,
acts upon by re.s.Ilin to the effect that he would look for any.

two bf those three changes.

ao.
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6
(iven a 'compass and an iron object and told to bring the iron

pbject near the compass and asked both if there is a force acting

between the object and the compass and to explain the 'basis for ,

his answer, the student applies the-concept that a force changes

either the maion or the shape of an object.or both4ty

reponding tli't a force is in action and citing the motion of the'

needle as évi ence.-

Given two diagrams ard a desCription of a Situation in which-tWb

.identi41 objects are being acted upon, each by a different dmount

drforce, and asked to determine.whinh,diagram shows the greater

force,acting and to explain the reason for his choice, tl-r%student

classifies the greater of tWo forces as the one producing the

grea-ter amount of change in the shape of the object being acted

upon by ura lecting the diagrak showing the greater amount of change

in shape and ptating that a greater force will produce a greater

change.

02-Core -13

' . 021Core-14 :

When told that an operational definition answers two basic que6-

tions and asked to write an operational definition for force

which shows how each of these questions may be answered, the

student.applies the characteristics of an operational definition,

to defining force byj:eskorUmd- to the effect that a force can be '

detected by looking for-the change in shape or motion that it

causes in an object and can be measured by the amount of change

in the shape or Mbtion of,that object.

02-Core-15

When asked to state the two questions answered by an opeimtional

definition, the)student recalls that an operational definition of

an entity answers the two questions about the entity', "How do 1,

know when T. have some?" and "HOw do T know how much I have?" by

/-141in to that effect.

4 02-Cor.1-16

Given a description of a situation in which weight is the fore 02-core.47'

acting upon something and asked to name Uhe force thAt is.acting,
.

the,student clfssifieS-the force ofts-weight (gravity) loyso

rpoondfs.

Oiven a description of a situation .in which"wei.ght is the'f6rc0

acting upon samething otherthan a force measuring device and

48ked:what forceip acting, the student classifieéight as the'

force'acting in the specified situatgon by sb:i.'ebuoridlng.

02-Core-18

.
When asked. to sta4 two reasons why It is diffil6ulp' dt6dOple' ; ,

V.-Core-1:9

operationally absttactqualities as love, honort, and beauty,

,

the4udent applles..the concepts that the characteristid of

-,;' ,,

`)

,
.._ .i. : :

..1
'

I e

t.
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p

these abstract qua1i1Ples-(1) differ in eacli.situation and (2) de-
fy methods Of detection and quantification-by stating the notion
of the abOve concepts. ,

02-Gore-20
I.

Given a labeled.diagra'm of two common measuring devideS,-each
lacking,a.scale, and asked to identify What both of these instru,
ments teed in order.to facilitate communication of t1,-,) measure-

. . ments M.k..en when using the instruments; the student applies the
. Concept that most,common,measuring instruments have scales which

jacilitate"the communication of measurements by stat1ng:th4othey
need scales.-

02-Core-21 Given a magnet, a forcemeasurer, a thick blade, a 0-10 newton
scale card, string, a nail, thumbtack, or screwand a diagramd
procedure for measuring"both the weight and the strength of the
magnetic force of the magnet and asked to.determine the amountffif
magnetic force, the student applies the procedures for me suring
a-force as the difference between two combined forces [puN.çing
force =,(magnetic + weight,force) - (Weight of string .71- ma et)i
by measuring and reportim the magnetic fOrce, using the steps
outlined.'

02-Core-22 Given descriptions of five situations, three.of which have a.force
14

, acting in addition to gravity_or friction and two of which.do not
.

have a force acting in addition.to gravity or frictionand asked
to identify those situations in which the additional force is
present, the student classifies the situations which have a force
acting in addition to"gravity or friction by ssiegtilz those -

three situations that involve a change in shape or a change in
qption not due to gravity,or friction.

02-Core-23 -When asked what ought to be true of an oWect if it.is to be used
as a standard for measurement, the student recalls that to be A
standard unit'for measurement an object must be (1) uniform over
time, (2) easy %co duinicate, (3)- agreed upbn, (4) of a convenient
sim, and (5) readily avaiftable by repondiruz -with the.effed't of
at le three of those.- .

02-Core-P4

mo

Given a set of diagrams for the calibration of each of two
uncalibrated.spring scales, one Set-for a scale which has a

.

reference point which varies and units'which are unequally spaced...
and-different on-the two scales and a second set showing a scale. .

on-which the reference point 1 Immrying aod the spacA:ng.between
units is uniform and reproducibae, and asked to select the spring
scale which would be mpre.rellab1e-4nd-to st4te -the redsons.for

..

his choice,'the student'applies the concepts phat a goda'measUring

1 7
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1.

instrument has a stable reference point and reproducible equal

unit interiials by selecting, such a scale Ad.statily the notion

of the concepts.

Given.that there is a need to put a scale on a meaSuring device 02 -Exc 06-1

an askedl'whether it would be.best to subdiVide each unit into 9,

\ to 1.0, or.into 11 subunits and why, the student applies the .

concept that'subdividing.a unit into 10 equal parts makes report- ..

bil.g and using the measurements easier than.any other subdivision

- b9iause of our .decimal vamber.system by re'sporn to thq effect.

,

Giveri three scales, One Marked only in-whole units, one-marked in

1/2 units, and one .marked in 1/10 units, and asked which.of the

three scales would probably give the most accurate mOsurementl.

the'student applies the.concept that the more subdivisions there .

.
are on a scale, the more precise.are the readingp.that can be made

Idth it by selecting such7a scale ad st4luthe notion of the

concept.

02-Exc *6:-2A

./^

Given sections of two scales, one divided into 0.1 units and the

other Into 0.5 units,..and asked.to read the scales at desly :ted

points and to report the readings as decimals, the student applies

the process of reading a scale in decimal- form by reportinghis

reading to within +0.05 unit on a scale marked in tenth units and

*to within +0.1 unit On a scale marked'in half units.

02-Exc 06-3 .

Given a list of four ways in Which the.size of a unit of measure-

ment might have been determined and asked to identify the entry',

that states the way the siZe-of a unit of.measurement is deter-

mined, the-student recalls that thei size of a unit of measurement

'is a matter of definition-by-manty. selecting, the entry involVing

the notion of definition by men.,.

02-Exc 07-1"

When asked-why measpreMgnt:units su0h asthe Idigit, cubit, xid"

palm are not used. MtiCh today and why standard units such as the

meter:and,the graM are use, the student recalls that measurement

'unitsitased on body lengths vary-, whereasstandard units alWays

halie the same Value. by respondl.ng with those-two notions.

.02-E;xc '07-2 '1

A

Given a'graph of the measureMent of light intensity at given

-distances from a lighted bulb, together with a brief description

of the way the data were gathered, and the interpretive'promOting '

that the brightnesS deorease as the distarfce increases and asked. .

to describe,the changes.in Tightintensity when the bulb and light '

'meter are Clbsé togetheP?And when the bulb and light meter' are far

apart, the stadent applies the rules for interpreting a graph of

4

<,

411.

02-Exc.08-1



I

regions of large and small bhangps of inVersely related variableS
by s9lecting the words Which indicate that a small changebin

.

distance produces a latge changp in effect at close range anAla
lar'gp change in distance produces a small change in effect at a
diatant location,

I.

Iv.

1 9
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Given a deScription of a situation in which an object is,lifted to

'a speqified height by three different methods and askedto deter-

mine b3i which method the.nopt work was done On the objeq, the..

student applies the:concept that the amount of work'done on an ob-

ject is independent of the method used by gragatallg the response

which,indlcates that.the same amount of work ia.done regardless of

the meth*.

C-Corerl

,
"

Given,six.labeled dota on a page sand agetric ruler'and.asked

'to meaaure the,aittances between three pair,a o 'points and to.

express the answers in meters, the student-um:1. -Iates-a.sedlp

calibrated in centimeters to find the distance between points.

in each of the three pairs by watax,lag, and majzteliz that .

Oistance to,+0.005 m.

03 -

Given four distances, twp expl:essed-in centimeters and two ih

meters, and' asked to 'change each distance to the unit specified,

the student.applies the pule that the difference between cm and m

is a factor of 100 by rmy_r=zin the decimal point two digits to the

left when changing cm to m anl two digits to the right for th

reverse conversion in at least three of the four cases.

037Core-3

When asked to state the metrilfUnit used in ISCS far measuring

wark, the student recalls the newtonmeter as the metric unit used

in 1SCS which expresses work by namla4 that unit.

03-Core4 '

Given instructions to select the equipment he needs to determine 03-Core-5

the amount of work done When he lifts an object from the floor and

places it.on his desk and asked to 'report itthe appropriate units

both the measurements he makes and the amount of work done, the

.student applies the.deftnition that, work is the product of a force

and the distance through which it is applied by measuring the

, force and the distance, asulaILn the work, and rejport±rig it in

newtonmeters to within +5%.of-the value obtained by t e teacher.

When aked to state an operational-definition for.work, the stu-

lerAt,recallt that.work la operationally defined as the product 'of

a.fbrce and the diatance through which it ls'applied,by responding

to'that effect or at lefst to the effect that work is the'rDIT8r

of force tikes distance.

=21191M0eri=eCeSIMIIIRSCINhp

03-Core-

! '

Given a descriptiOn of a force being applied to an object over 'a

distance and asked to state.the term which best describesswhat is

03 -Core=7

11

%.,,C? .1.



being donq'to'the object, the student clasgifies the situation '
describing the-process 'of-exerting-a forte over a distande as in7
.volying work 6y aauginlvrk..P ,-

03 -Core -8 Given a list of variables, including tine in seconds, speed in
cm/sec, distance in cm, and force in newtJons, and asked to select

. the appropriate information required to cafrculate the amount*of
work done on an object, the,student applies,the rule that force
and distande,are the only quantities thit apply to the direct cal-
Culatfon of the.amount of work done on an object' by atlitaZE the
'proper foPce and distance measurements. --

,

03 -Core -9

11,

-Given five definitions in one column,.includitig one definition
each for the terms system, subsystem, and component (of a system),
and those three terms in another column and asked to match the
definitions with the terms, the student classifies a system as a
group of objects that.interact directly with each other, a sub-
systermas a group of objects that interact directly with eac4
other within a system, and a component '(-0,,r;a system) as an object-
which iS part of a systeffir by correctly ma=.113E each of the three
terms with .its definition.

03-Core-l0 Given a diagram of a system with many of its Components labeled
.and asked to list four of the labeled componftnts that make up a
subsysteM, the student applies the definition that a component of
a subsystem is any one of a set of objects wh9kch directly influ-
ence each other by listinzany four of the labeled components

.

which make up a'subsystem.

03-Core-ll

"

Given three diaggaMS, one shoVing components as individual objects
and two shoWing components connected as systems, and.asked,which
of the'diagrams represent systems and why, the student applies
the definttiakthat a system is a group of objects that interact.;
with each btfier by ke12.U1us;the two diagrams in which the corn-

pohents are assembled to interact as systems and by aatipz the
notion of the definition-as.the. reason for his'chOice.

Given a diagram of a system inVolving eight or more labeled compo-
.nents and a list of five sets each containing three components of
the system, and askeO to identify the sets which can be conidered
subsystems and to state-why he selected those.sets'as subsystems,
the student applies the concept that subsystems are sets of.cbmp0-
nents in atystem which interact with each other directly by Ina=
callag such sets2as subsystems and stattriA that they may- be-com-
sidered'so.be9ause they interact directly with each:other within
*le system.

,

41*.
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Givs,a list of Pour phrasea inblork .and asked to identify

the phrtses which describe the e1ionzhip between work and sys-

tems, the student classifies "transfer input work" and "use input

work to do useful work" as characteristics.of systems.by Was=
,\those two phrases. a

et

3 -Core -13

Given a diagram and a description of-a system and aaked to iden-,

thy the'input component and the output-component, the student

.- classifies the as.the cOmponent wiqiin a system qr;

which putstwork (energy) into the system and .the o6put component

! a4 the component which the.systhM does work-on by ss,lectIng.the

component that puts work (energy) into the'sysem aa the inpUt

component and ple Oomponent on whiCh work is.done as the output

component.

03-Core-14
44

4ven4n illustration and a description of a situation in which

input work is done on some component of a system and some other

component is the recipient of output work and asked to identify

the input work and output work components, the student classifies

what is doing work on the system as the input source and what the

system is doing work -on as the output recipient by inc,j1calaiL the

source of the input work and the receiver of the output work.

03 -Core -15

Given a diagram showing an equal-arm balance after it has been

used to do work, the amount of input- force, the distance the bal- ,

ance has moved, the weight upon which the workwas done, .and the

.distance the weight.was Dived and asked to conftar,the balance

arm As a system, and to determine the amount of input and'output

work. done on and by the system,. the student applies the concepts

that input work is the work put into a system, that output-work is

the work done.by7a system, and that work iSsthe prodUct of the

fove and the distanceover which the force is applied by perform-

ing the calculations on the proper quAntities and georjti the

input and output mork done in newtonmeters, correct to +0.1

newton-meters.

03 -Core -16 .

.Given a diagram showing an equal-arm balance, a description of a

situation, and the force and the distance for the output work done

by the equal-arm balance and askeE to State approximately how much

input work was done,,the student applies the concept that work in-

put is always.greater than work output and 'that work equals force

times distance by seleclilm theentry which indicates that the

input work is just a little bit greater-than the output work,

03-Core -17

Given-a.set oP three dedimal numbers and asked to find the average

of thOhumbevssin each set:and to show his work, the student'

03-Core -18



,..

.,

lies tathematical procedures to find.an average by maiZjing.
. . +0.1 tte Correc response in at.least one of the two cases._. .

, --

-03-Core-19 ". Given values for six measurements.froM ah experiftent and the aVer-
age value of.th'ese qtasurementS and asked-to state why the average
is considered to.berless in 'error: than'any.single meaurement,.the

.student applies the concept that.the average gf several measure-'
ments.isprobably. lessi.n.errorlihan"individual Teasuremerits be-

, cause the variation betwpen individualineasuremeip is'balanced"
in the calcmlatioh of the average by.zeziazaaLl,to thaefre4..

03-Core-20 Given a:description of'a situation in whichsiX-to eight repeated
. Jreasitirermekts vary by pr411.aricunts and asked to eXplain the.Vari-

.ation, the student applies the .concept that it is impossible to
elirdnate ail errors,in measurement by.so Eugaucjzii...

,03-Core-21 Givn a straight-line graph of the nuMber of sinkers versus the.
mass of the sinkers in grams and .asked to extrapolate and inter-
polate values of'one variable from values of"the other, the stu-
dent applies the procedures for extrapolating,and inerpolating
from a graph by m2a...,Et the coordinate values asked for to +L

4

unit.

03 -Core -22
.

.Given a.descriptian of a'situation in .which friction i acting
and heat production is evidenced.and asked what force Is acting,
the student.classifies friction as the force,aCting in. situations

_involving sliding-objects by nagaxefriction as the active force.

037Core-23'

03-COre-24

When asked to describe why the amount of input work done on a
, given system,is always more than the effective output work done by

that system, tlaestudent recalls the concept that some input work
is.used to overcome frictiailTinualUrEto that effect.

Given a description of a dynamic 4tuation 'involving considerable
'sliding friction and asked what force causes the temperatur
change on the sliding surfaces, the student applies the concept
that the force of frl,ction causes the'remperature df the sliding
surfaces to change by ugLizatag forith, a statemffit to that effect.

a.

03-Core-25 Given a.descriptian of a situation in which an object is being
dragged across- a surface and asked to predict what would happen
to the amount of friction if weight we're added to the object, the
student applies the concept that the force of friction of a slid-

Aing object va4es directly as the amount of weight added to it by
weacIlps, an increase in the amount of friction.



Given a description of an.-exPeriMental situation in which there

are two independent variaOles and asked to identi4 the error in
the experimental design, the student applies the prihcipie,that,4'

there should be one and only one independent variable in an ex-'

periment by LgAlk9i4,i4ii tothat effect.

.03-Core -26

C.

Givena description of an activity involving two trials and asked
to identit, which v,ariabies are held constant and which are not, .

the student.classifies a:variable in which there'is no change be.-

tween 'tw trials as*being held :constant and a 'Oariable in,which

. there are changes.between the two trials as varying by listing, at

least one variable for each type.

03.7Core-27

Given a hypothetical situation requiring an edOirical test to de,

.e? .termine the solution to a problem and asked to identify- the .vari-

able which would be varied.and the-factor which-would yary as a

result, the student classifies the iAdependent variable and "the

dependent variable by-a=4the'factor'which ip variedpurposely..
and the factor which will vary as a result.' .

03-Core-28

Given.a problem and asked tb state two factors other than the in-

dependent variable which must be controlled if the results of an

experiment to .olve the problem is to be valid, the stvdent

applies the concept that in'experimental situations there.are
factors other than the,independent variable whose variation must
be controlled if the data are to be.interpretable by nam==.4. twO

such factors.

03 -Core -29

Given'a diagram of a movable pulley setup, a known mass -- of

which.the pulley is a part --to be llfted a given distance, a set

of three distance quantities including the distance the force

moves, and a set of three force quantities including the aPproxi-

mate force reqUired to lift the pulley and mass and asked to se-

lebt the distance the.force Would move and the qulktity of force.-

required if the mass were to be moved a given disllhce, the stu-

dent applies the concept that a movable pulley reduces the force

necessary to lift an object, but that the force moves through a

greater distanc than the object moves by aelec,Uus both the force

quantity which is approximately half the weight of the pulley and

the mass lifted and the distance quantity which is twice the dis-

tance the mass is lifted.

03-Exo 9-1

When asked to state the relationship between the input Work and

the output work of movable pulley systems and .the benefit, if any,I.

of using them, the student recalls that the relationship of input "

"

03 -Exc 10-1

A

_



work 'to outPUt work is about equal'irtmoVable pUlley systeMs and
that the benefit of their use is.that they-act as a multiplier Of
the input force -- lifting of heavy weights with- less pull re-
quired -- by rapaalLEWith both of those notiohs..

03 -Exc 1014 Given a description of a,situation irk'which the slant of:ah in-
clinediplane is-decreased from the slant In a previous.triaI- by.

k. getting a longer plaine and askeq,/the effect that a longer Inclitiedt
planehaz on the force Mc:flared to:pull or'push, the. object.up,.thp

incline and- i,:ihy,.the.stedent,aliblies the concept that the"fprce
required, to pUll or fiush an.object up an inLined,plahe decreases'
as the slant of'the indline:decreazes bylpacaLim that the forte
J'equired would be lets and gstalmthe notipn:of the. 'concept

-.the reason.

03 -Exc 12-1 Given a description of 'a situation in which'unbalanced moments
eXiSt and the magnitudes Of the force and distance quantities:
necessary to calculate each.moment and asked to determine the,
direction of motion and the'differenCe in moment, the.student-
appltes the'concept of differences between moments and the direc-, -

tion of motion for two unbalanced moments by calculating the

clockwise moment.and the'punterao6kwise moment and tiy-finding
the difference iletween them ahd the directiOn of rotation caused.
by the greater *trent by aa,p2=Evath the results of his

. culation4 including both an indication that.the moments,are un-
,equal'in the.direction of.the.rger moment and the athount of the
Moment difference.

03Exc 13-1 Given two sets of three mixed numberS.and asked to find the
average of each set'of numbers and to show his work, the student
applies the procedure for finding hn average of Mixed nUmbers,in,
which he adds the numpers and divides the total by the number of
iteMs in the set by report,inE responseZ correctly to within +6.1
in both cazes'and 0°01411DR:his work: .

03 -Exc 14-1

.1

Given a diagram of/a rectangular wooden block which has three sur-
faCeSlobvioasly unequal in are-a,parked A:'B, and,C, a description
of a situation in, whickthe blodk:is sequentially dragged on sur-
faces A, B,.a4-91 and spt'of foUr statements describing 'pos-
sible results and their reasons and aiked to select .the statened
which,b-ptt describes the...srpsult and ltS,reason, the Student

applies the concept,that)when acting oh a rectangular object) the
force of fridtiOndue,td weight is constant regardless of the sur-
hice area,onwhiCh"-the weight rests by, 'seleging the _statement
that supports thatponqept.

,

-

'
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, Oiven a-list Of fbur terns for kinds- .of energy, anh 'asked vkat .kind

of energy is given to an elastic .Object by compressing Or stretch-°'

g it,'-6he" student claSsifies potential enerty oas the-kind Of
d energy giiien 4to,an elastic object by compressiog 'or-stretChing .it .

.

: by Seleeapir that -term;
11

0 :

04,:Core-1

.. '1.\ cilveh a Sentence Uslng- the ,term potential: energy apd ask>a- to.':. : , ,, -01:1
,
re72.,.

, -deftne the term potential energy. asAt iA. ii4stratea, the student '
--: :;..!

b

. .

reallS'.either the:definition that. potengal energy- is stoxied , .
...

energy. or the 4'le(fiilitliw that lt is -the abilit tp dogwork. by. , ..,.
xiggigga4a w4h either definition. 1

e
0 4. .I

.Given a diagram of the same spihigig moved from the lower end of' a 04-Core,

spinigig track to the upper end ! of the. track 'and a-list of the

following 'variables: the .vert4.cal heights. ft,cm the floor to the

spinigig at each end of the track, the diagonal distance the
spinigig has moved on the track, the change dlOpight of the

s.pinigig',. and the force needed to lift the sp gig on the track,-

and asked to. select the- force-distance,pair of measurements to use

fbr calculating the change in the potential energy of the-spinigi

from that at the 'lower, end to that at the upper end of the track

the student classifies the weight-force ig the spinigig and the
difference in7the heights of the lower and 'higher- positions as the
forcelaistance pair Of 'measurements to use in calculating the

eharigrr in the potential energy of the spinigig by ae...1221i4a those
two me6suroments..

Given the 'Weightg' of three objects and the heights in meters to

" which they are lifted and asked to,calculate the potential energy
of each object at its given height and to show his work, the

student applies the rule that to calculate the gain in potentlal

-energy of an object lifted to, a given height, he multiplies the

weight fbrce (in newtons) of the object by the change in height

(in ireters) and reports the product in newton/meters by &21:=
the correct values to the nearest newtqnmeter and slIcalz.his
calculativis. .

%0

,04-Core-4

'%

I ,

When asked to stRte vsthether or not there is a Change in the energy
9f an object when' it is lifted and if there is, to nanr the, kind

tof energy that is given to the object or if there. is nô, 7to 8tate'=.
hy ther& is not, the4student applieS the concepts that there. 'is a'
change 'in the ,-ehergy Of an' object when'it is lifted and that the
kind Of ener& it is giveh is gt;aVitational potential'energy by -

miallaza acarrriqtively, and ting 'either the _term potentia4

energy or the terai gravitati 1.. potontiat .ewrgy .
J

04-Core,5
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4

itien.asked to name the metric unit used in'ISafor Measuring-
graNiftatidnalPotential énergylthe studentorecalls thelmetric
pnit newtbn#eter as the unitifbr.measurIng.06.VitatioPal '
POtential'energy.by ajnnIt.

,

04 -Core -7

-

. CGiven an object shspendedat.some height frail the floor, a force.
, measurer,.an approPriate Aewton.fdrce scale', and a meterstick apd

aSked tO find the potential energy of'the object with reference'to
the floor,::the studentjapplies the. Procedure'fOr measuring.the4

potential energy of an object.at.rest whickincludes measuring the
distance of the object from:the flodris-mOasurieng the weight.fOrce.
of the objectl.and multiplying the measurements.together,by.

.

reboPtiqg the calculated .potential'energy foi the object ih '.

::newton.meters within the rangeOf +5% of the Niilue determined.by
the teacher. .:..

. .

04-Core-8 GiVen a.diagreand a description of a system and asked to
.

;, identify the input.component and the output antonent, the Student
. c1assifie8 the input combonent as the objebt:which*vuts work
(energy)'into the system and-the output component asithe object
on-which the'sYstem does.wOrk by,pe;ectinOhe component which
does work on the system as tkie inputtConponent and.the. component
oh which.the system:does work as.ttie output cOmponent..

. ,
When' asked to write a definition for the term input 4aorkIthe
student rec is the definition that input work is the work\\Oone on
'asystem a t ing or a collection of things) by m'agsaliithizo that
effect.. ,

04 -Core -9

. 04 -Core -10
,

Given four terms', including energy'swpplier, and asked
I.

select
the termwhich names the object_that,does work.in a system, the.
.student classifiedAthe enereisupplier.in a system as the objeci.
.that does wOrk on something-else by afoliect=L the term energy
Supptier.,

6

,0,14-:Core -11

. . .

Given four te'rms, including' energy receiver, and asked;to select
the t6rmwhich names he object in a systefilthat hasmork.done on
it, hq student clasafftes-the energy receiwir in a systerri.as the.-
object thq has work done on it by somethingelse by aglaatIz 4

4the term energy receiger.

o4 -Core -12

,

When asked tosstate how he wbuld Mow whether an object is in
motion, the gtudent appLtes the prinaWe that an object-is in
motion if it'can 6e,obse d changing position.as time passeg, if.

.0
4.7

A,'

f



,;la .061-nt ,Qn ts 1,11"face lappears, to be moving, or if the obaect does
work on somethiri,g by asarjaa, that he would .obperve one- or those; '

%; ., .....

'.(4iVefi: the inforniat,iOn tat a' -15,Ingig is-set up with its haft . '. 04-aore-l3 '''.. ..k c,' ' i
..

throVi the skate, wheel.bearings and that a mas8 -is ,attached ta ..
the shaft by" a string"which is wound up and asked -to tell what
'effect increaaing the input mirk woula have' on thp speed. of the
spinigig th the mass falls the aength of ;,the string,' provided-that
the nunter of disks is not .changed...the student applies. the ...: ...

.. concept ,that .increasing' the inPutowork on a-spinigtg will increase
the speed, of lootation of the:cpinigig if.. the . number .0f disks .;
remain8 the sai e. by respondipA that the:speed Of the spinigig will
Irricrease.- 1'..,

diven the number of urns that pn object rOtates during a....P:eriod

of tine and asked'to calculate the' speed d'f the,, rotation in the
. proper_ units and.show his work, the^student applies the*,rules that

the number of revolutions .of a turning object in a, gl,veki .time
'period is divided by the aumber of units of time in the tIme
perioti'and that the quotient 'is reported as the number of turns
per unit of time by =pszjx4the 'Calculated speed in reVolutions
'per:second within the range of!a.a.o% error.

Oil-Core-VT

Given a grid showing plotted coordinates and exhibiting a best-fit
line K041 ,curves upward to the right and asked to interpret the
slope, the stUdent applies the concept that a graph of a curved .

line that slopes Upward to the right shows that an increase in one
variable is related to an increase in the other variable but`nOt

a constant rate by r_vazaa to that effect.

A.
Wheil asked to name the unit Used"to report the Speed of a rotating -
'object% the student recalls that units for reporting the speed of
a rotating objett are exOressed aa turns L.- or rotations or
revolutions per time unit.by =1224.1jagwit1 such a unit.

CP-I-Core-15.

St

0 -Core-1.6

Given a labeled grid and nine coordanate pairs for which a curved
. line would be the best-:fit line on the grid and asked to plot the,
'coordinate pairs arid draw a best-fit, line on the grid, the,
stUdent applies the procedures for plottirag the coordinate pairs,-
and Awing a best-fit curved' line -1;* RilaWas thepoints and an
approximate best-fit curved line that passes near Or through the
points.

Q4-Core-l71-

P

Given a grid showing plotted coordinates- and exhibiting a best-fit
line which 'curves downward to the rd.ght and a8ked to interpret 'the'.

0 14.-Core-18
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.
t_.

slope,: the stadent'Appj.ies 'the concept that'a 'turVed best-fit line
which slopes downward to:the. right shows that an increase inone

.

variable is i;elated 'to a decrease in the other. Variable., but not
at a constant rate, by rgagallag to that effect.

04-Core-1.9.. Given a' desci-iption Of a situation iri which anobject is rotating
. on, its axis and asked to relate what effect increasing tthe mass. of
the object would have upon its speed of rotation if the input\
energy were held constant, the student applies the concept that'
the speed of a rotating bodY *decreases if its mass is increased
and the':input energy is held constant by Tesbondirk to that
effect.

04-Core-20 When asked to define the term mass, the student recalls the .

definition that mass, Is the quantity of matter in an object bycrazaajz to that effect.
_

S..

04-CoreL.2l Given .a description of a situation in which an object gains
g'aVitational potential energy and asked what kind of energy must
be applied to the object -to give; it the increased gravitational
potential energy, the student recalls that in certain sitlaations
kinetic, or nption, energy must be applied to an object tO,
increase its gravitational potential energy by, rgspondina to that
effect.

0.47=Core-22 When' askea what kl,nd of energy .an objtvct has' When it,'Ies suspended,
what kind of energy it has when it.,1* f911ing, andrhat force is.
acting upon it to change .the.form of erkergy, the stUdent
classifies an object's ener& as ,potential energy,. when the'object
is suspended and as rriotion, or kinetn'i 'energy when the object
falling, and 'the. force acting bn the falling body 'as gravity, or- -

weight, by gt graugajz .

04-Core-23 Given a description .01-.4 a diagram o9 a situation in Which an
object is lifted and allowqd to drop on another Object and asked
to identify the supplier of input energy to the ,system and the
receiver of the output energy .from the systerrj, the student
classifies th.e supplier. of the input energy '(in this case gravi-.. .
tational potential enera) tO, the .system-as that agent 'whifh lifts
thse object and_the _meal-Vey- -o-f- the oaput energy- from the -sYatem-
as the objeet upon which the enera is expended by irsgaialawi, with
,their males.

047Core-24
;-

When asked how he can tell how much energy there is in a moAng ,

object, the stild.lt applies the concept that' the energy In a

L

411",
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.:- moving object caOxe qUantified.by measuat4K th6, 10k.

another object by ppsoonWing,tb that effect.

f' 4
_
Given-A,descriptian ofthe-Work done by a moving object, together

with force and distance quantifies, and Asked how much motion

epergy the moving object has, the student Applies the concept that

.the mea&ure'dis A moVing object'S notion-energy Is determinqd by

.measuring the work the moving object'does on-some other Object by.'

rebvtinthe-mork done tO withinA-1 newton.meter.:.

.

.04:Core-251e

iven a labeled-diagram in which some of the .1;tergy receivers'Nand

suppliers are mislabe1ed and asked to identify the energy

suppliera and reCeivers which are mislabeled, the itudent

classifies an energy receiver as the object upon vihich work J)..s .

being done or whose motion is being altered by another objeCtlead

an energy supplier as the object which is doing work on another

object or altering its motion by te1ectpcas mislabeled those

for which the:above definitions are reversed.

04:-Core;-26

Given a description bf a situation ih which an Object is moved

without loss of mass to another location where there:is a'decre4d

;.n.the.force of gravity upon the object and asked to state whether*

ther6 would be any change in thewass or the weight of the object

between the two locations and to state how he knew the response to

give,-thestudent applies the concepts that whereas the weight of .

an object is dependent Upp its location, its mass is not, by

=lag that the-mass would not change, the weight would.decrease,'

and the essence of the two concepts.
c.

04 -Exc 15-1

,.,

When asked if an object's mass would change during a trip.from

.
the e'arth to-the mbon and'to justify his Tesponse, the student

0 applies the COncepta that an.objeCt's mass is a measure of the.

amount of Matter it'Contains and Is independent of the location

:Of the object by.resuondlly that the Mass wbuld not change. and

givIn th&preceding notion's asythe readon. -4

4

011-acc 15-2

*
-

Given a tatement reviewing the content Of Excursion'17i its

title, " runners of Space 2rave1,"-and two sets of options arld

asked what each of eIeven scientists had in,common.and what

, Newton meaht by_his-statement, "If I have.seen.fUrther:than other'

men it is becaude I have-stood on the shoulders of giants,".the

-studeht classifies science as a creative activity productive of

ideAS:and scientiSts AS builders on the ideas..of their predeces.-

sors by leltatlLiLthe\option'in each set'which agrees' 14ith one of

those notions.

04 -Exc 16-1
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04 -Exc 17-1 Given four grphs, each exhibiting a different relaAonship
between the same two variables, and'four statements of differe
relationShips between.these two variables and asked to match e
graph vath the statement which describes the relationship it .

depicts, the student cl6sifies the relationship between variables '

in linear and simple curve graphs bygguLlageach'gpaph and the
statement which describes the relationahip it depicts, correctly
in each case.

04lExc 18-1

'ZS

Given three graphs, each illustrating a different linear relation-
ship between the same two variables, and a set4of four statementd
of.possible relationships of the variables-and aal,ted to rretch each
statement with the graph which depicts the relationship described
bythat sta:tement; the Student classifies the three linear graphs
acoording to the definitions'that a staight-line.graph with the,
\line ascending.from left to .right shom'that the two variables
vary directly, that'a straight-line graph with the line descending
frbm left to right sHawS, a decrease in one variable as the other 0
varilable increases, andthat a straight-line graph with t40' line
parallel to orvvertical.to an axis shcws thatan increase in one
of the variables has no effect upon,the other variable by patchily,
the descriptive statements will the,graphs., correctly in each
case.

014.,-Exc 19-3.
, .

Given a description-of a sitUation in which two-objects onnoWn
s are moving at uniform but different known speeds and:asked

, which of.the two objects.has mpre kinetic'ehergy, to state.how' -
much rIvreV to show his work, and to_decide which object Would be,.
more difficult to.stop or would do more.damate, the student
applies the formula KE =.1/2 ms2 to calculate the dWerence in
energy between the two moving objects by phowlng'his calculations, :

reoortin the difference between the pr cts within the range
+10%, and aglag,t,gx the-object whiàh, ha iYorE energy.-

r

,
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When'asked to'name the kind of energy given to.an elasticobjeqt
'when it, is stretched, the student'classifies qte'nergy-a0quired':
by-a stretched elastic bbject aspotential'energy bY rjaaa,144
"potential energy.4.

.
t

05-CDre-1

'%yen a aata table-showing that a wall force acting.over a great 05,1=c6re-

distanCe may produce more work than a larger force acting over a'
smaller;distance and ased, whether'it is possible.that.work. done
by a smaller.force can be'greater than work done by a largerlfome

:and to defend his response, the student applies ,the concept tMt
because work is the product of two variables -- the.force acting.,/

.0 and the aistance through Whisch it-acts Work 1..s 'dependent on the.

size of both variables,.not.just one of them, by pesb011411K
positively and ;tatlng the essence of the.concept.'

Given the initial itnd the final quantities of avariabie.forces.
such as those from'an'elagtic object, and the.distancethrOugh.
which the force'acts and asked to determine the poential ene.rgY
of the object, the student applies the rule that if a variable
force acts through a-distance, the potential energy is calcUlated.
by multiplying the average of the initial: an.d'the final force

.
amounts by the distance through-which the force pots by
ggIlcomolalQLthe energy according to.the formula and g212,9,1=1,1E, it

within 'Vie range 'of a 10 error.

05 -Core73%
..

,

When,asked to write"an OPerationaidefinition for kinetic energy,

-. the student.generates an operationaldeflnitioh.for kinetid energy
'which includes its detection by obseryinpmoverrent-of an objett or
a change in itsposition from a reference point and its measure-

'-.ment'by measuring the amount of work the.moving\Object can do.on
. some other object by Ital4LEthosenotions or_the'formula KE = .

4/2 Ms2.
.... .

.

.

95,-Core -4

,

'When asked fOr a way to tell when kinetic energy is present,in a
.situation, the student applies the definition-that kinetic'energy
is the endrgy otwtion of an object-by 4141:14that its,presence.
can be determined,by-observing whether or,nct the object has,-,

motion,or changes it6 position.'

'When adked.how to measure theamount of kineticenergy a moving
objedt hes, the student.applies the concept. that"the energy of a.'

m6ving object can be neasured by..detemining how muql work it ban
dO by acat4agthat he walla meaSure the WOrk theobject does.

05 -Core-6

iliven'aifdiii.gram and a descrlptitn of a situatial in which an

elaStic object is (1),bent progredaively throudh five positions:to :

32' A
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..
a maximUM pcitertial energy content .and (2Y releasedq s tO .

convert. the potential energy. to . kinetie ,energy...and asked -to
-identilY (.1) the:position at .which the . object has the.:veatest
arrount of. potén,tia1.energy and. (a) the i5osi-tik.:At !which the'
object has the greatest kinetic, ener,gy!.after being:released, the...
student applies the cbncept,:that the-..potential energY af...An
.elastic object is. greatest 'when:the objeCt'is bent to itslimLt.
and the kinetic enera is greatest when it reaches its ikisition of
least:tension upon being rilleased from the 130oint 'of greatest
.potentials energy by alither44. the position kof:greatest tension as
the .positiOn of greatest .potenti4i energy.: and after 'release the:
position, of least tensionas the position of greatest kinetic ;
energy..

.,

.

'.057-Core-8 Given, a,diageam and a description .qf a situation whl.qh i.naucles
.two unequal oppdsing forces. of stated sizes and alternatives-from-
which to. Select: the resulting force aMount iand-direction of. move-
'Tent and askett to' determine the amount 'of net force acting a* its
direction, the student' gerierates solutiOn .to the problem of
determi41,ng the amount of net force acting and its direction bit

the its:ter-pants which agree.with the ..oOndepts .that when .

two o sing .forces are ..acting on 'an object; :any movemeratw111.be-
in the direction of the lArger..forde. and #8Arnount is ciStermined .

'. by the difference between the. two. :

..

:

-

\

05-Core-9

.

Given a water-drop record showing. the mOtiOn.of a water-do* oart
with the positions of the cart indicated at regular interVals and"
asked to select Areas on the: record indicating an increase;
decrease,' and,a conStAnt speed as Shown b:y a change in the clis-.
tance between'.dots the student ,classifies the intervals as
'follows: (I) the cart is increasing iri,speeci, When the diStance
between the 'drops increaseS, (2) 'the',uart is. ae-reasing in speed
when the distance between the drops decreases, d (3) the cart is.
rnaintainirig a constant speed when the distance between the drops
is .constant by 11s41,& the Apprppriate,..,intervals.

When asked to nam 'the' force that suppliesAthe ki.netic (motion)
energy-to alpecific oUject when it is relFased on en ihcline-d

.,,plane -without being pushed, the. student claSSifies kramity
(weight). as the force, which gives motion, to ,objects that roll doWn
inclines. _when .they are neither 'pushed nor:.pulled by a force other
than_c_ayity_ by'lralkomijing_that the force is gravity. or weight,_

0v
... ...

.4)5oOret-lik When asked to name the force .that causes a specified non-se1P-
powered' 'rolling objebt to siow dowrr and stop Without being stopped

.1

by . sOme :other' .object i the student classifies friction as -the 'force
that causes A Pion-self-powered rolling Object 'to 9.ow down and
stop by ttuoiajn that the force is friction.

. 3 3
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Given a, description of a situapIon in whi, ch UseN1 output efergY' 05-Cord-12'
lefip than the 'input' energy nd asked to name the force that' .

causes pis reduction' of useful output energy., the student
'clp.sSiries friction as .the force 'which reduces 'the usenl oUtput:
energy 'of an .energy converter by 11541444 friction aS 'the force.

. = ;

"Given a'quantity 'Of' input work in -newtomeneters, three quantities .
pf,output work,. one of Nhich is lesS than, one equal to,' and one .

greater *than the-input work, and three alternatives eaCh pUrport
.ing to justify the selection of- a particular quantity...of output
work and asked to identify a possible *amount of output work and
his reason :for choosing it',- the..student applies he concept that

. output worli is always less than input WOrk, by s ecing the lowes.t
nuirter and the 'Oatenent of' that.'cdncept.
..

05-Core-13

Given a description of a situation involving friction and asked to
nane the temperature' change- that occurs, the, student..applieff 'the
concept that ener negy used to -overco friction causes .an.,,:increase.
in temperature by ;electing the tern increasq.

,

,

09-Core-414 ".:

..,

When asked to list six 'forms of .enerv, the student recalls fOnns 05-Core-1
of .enera such as heat light , electrical, potential, kinetic
(m6tion), mechanical, chemical, sound, atomic (nuclear), .and .
maigetic by jiatlz at least five.of those forms of energy,
414

Given a .table and a desbription of' a situation in which-a non-
elastic object is lifted .and-dropped and asked- to describe the..
.dhanws in".'the kinds and anbunts of energy that the object under-
goes', the stUdent applies., the concept .that an object that is
lifted and dropped gains potential energy as it is .p.fted with
cinetic 'energy, has maximum potential energy and no kinetic energy
at its- Maximum height, loses potential energy and gains .kinetia ,

enera as it fail s and has- no potential energy and maximum
.kinetic energy _when-it st kes the floor by aupraujak from the
'tal.ole the relative aoizit1 of potential and kinetic energy for
.each descriPtion.

When asked to describe .a.procEplure for detecting and measuring
tharr seeing-the- light, the

student vnerates a: procedure for detecting ligtit energy in which
a reaction caused by the lig)-it is observed in some, object, sugh
as the turning of the paddles e,f a radioneter'or the' movement Of%
the needle 'of a light metero,and for measuring the iritensity of S:

,ligtit by measuring the arnount lOf movement by sstalllz the opera-.
tions needed to get such a response to 11.41t energy.

05-Core-16

'

05-Core-17
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05:Core:a8
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When as*d to 'IdentifYa .device'.Which shows- that ligit enere can :
,...do obgerqableork and.t6 desCribv.hour t0e,.device: inclidates that .

work IS b-ii''-ig.dOne.;' the student ;applies .the definition' that wooc
... is evidenced by.a..change.in.the mc,tion-"or' the .position_of some-..,.
-I! , thtng' by. ault,DA a light meter bi- a' radiorreter and statirr'F,tha "4"

rrption in:such'a light 'detector ,indicates 'that. the li-ght is doing
-, ,- Work.

,05.-core.-19

7.. '

05-Core-20

Given a palm glass anct directidnet: ror its use and -askeci to idefiti- "7
fy from a list-of. four choices .the forp of energy that:causes -the.

...liquid to mOve, the student classifies heat -as,-.the ener,gy form
that causes 11,quid to moVe in a palm glass.' by -'22124,11-g ktheat..,

, *
When asked to give two exarrOles which show that eledtricity can,be
dcnverted into kinetic energy., the'stsudent applies the Concept

'that electrical energy can be kinetic energy by. ,..,. '..
statilLE any two intances in which ele. tr'icit'y is used'to operate,'
an ele,ctrical device .in which an object ori. part. of it gains , .

kinetib'

energy.. . .
, ,..

,,- ..
05-Core-21 Given, a sequence of,Efix observationS, in which energy is converted

. . from patential.enevgy to...ktrietic energy and back again and -asked
to identify the presence of energy cOnversions of potentlak to
kinetic enera, of kinetic to..potentlal energy, or the ab.sencefof
conversions, 'the student classifies a 'situation as involving an '"'
energy_conversion frOM'potential to kinetid if an object gains
motion, because of a change of its position, 'from kirietic to
potential ifenerg of -motion is dost,,to change the position of
an object SQ, that.. it can_ 'release energy; or as inVoling, ne.ither

. if there is no change by so asznijillag

05"L;Core.,,22 Oiven a .11st of ?lye statements -purportirtg to be descrlive of
energy and asked tb identifY ttose staterirtnts.wilich-tacctfrately
describe the charactei,istics of energy, the student ciaasifies
the staterbents "Energy- can.- bxist-in,more :than -One forM," 'trier -gy.
can be transferred frlorrl one system to ahother," and "Energ can be.. ,
cOnverted from one'form to another" as characteristic of ..energy by
ze1a&t,12E only those from the list.

05-Core-23 : Given a diagram of a situation in- whibh.electrical energy is
conveyted into three forms of Output energy., .hea't, light, sound,,
or kinetic, and asked to harre the input and output forms of,enérgy
involved, the student classifies electrical energy as .the'inpLit
energy form arid heat, sOund, and kinetic energy as the
output:energy forms by so repson.c4144.

rao
"
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When 'asked to list three energf converters, : found in. -his bine and , ..054oit-.24

*the' input and outptif formS Of.. energy for each, 'the' stt4lent ., -.

classifies devices irivolving different input and output forms of
eneij as energy cOnverters' by nagag three deViCes found in the
home which,.perform energy conversions' tand the input 'and outp4; , ,--

. .
e for= of enera for. each. ..

_

-GiVendata.on the dripping of' a water 'clock on
:including the time elapsed between the first and last (N) drops
to faliand the distance between drops as 'the cart moves, and
asked to compute the speed of the cart in centimeters per second
and to show his work, the student a. lies the ruleS formeasuring
the l'tverage linear speed of a water-cloc cart by 'which the time
interval betweenany two adjacent drops isl,calculated by 'dividing (:.
the time for N drops. by the number. of time intervals (N-1) and

_ the time interval so obtained is then divided intb the dcistance
the. cart moves between two adjacent drops by. calculating..and
x'eborAirig.the speed of the water-clock cart. ,

Given a: spinigig disk, a .50 cm-string, a meterstick, and a de-
Scription of a situatidn. in which an object moves -around the cir-,

. .'turnference of a spinigig disk in. a given.number. o-f.seconds..and
Asked to determim the average Speed of the .,ob,lect and to shOw
his work, 'the .Student applies the plioCedure 'for ..detennining. the
speed in- centimeters per secad of..an object around a disk in
which he .mea.sUres.the circumference of .the.;spinigig disk in' meters
to find the distance traVeled. (dm). and divides, that'astance . by

'Vthetirae- (sec), by allgalataLga and ..peportiruz the speed wit4n
range of a..10%,error.

. ,

(:)xc 20-1

$

05-Exc 21L1 .

t

4.

-Given a description of a moving object, including its mass, its
speed,- and related but irrelevant data, and asked which of 1-the,.
variables listed 'are used to calculate the momentum of the object,:
the student classifies the speed and the rriau -of' an object. aS

_variablesWhich.determind. momentto py aelectiDE. those variables...
<t? )'

. ,

05-Exc. 22-1



diagramshowing a circuit.inComplete because oiah uncon-
--nected Wire and asked Whether Or n*:tän'e c1radlt-cOMponent;.s4ch
as a lightlaulb, a motor, or a. bd14.will be activated apd.to ex-.

,plain his response;*the studeht applies the rule that Current will .

inComplete y'raapai=g-to-the effect that.
-the component.will not be'activeted-because the circUit is. not

. -complete:

f

t

Given a sample Ot copper sUlfate.soIution,-the,information that,&
the solutionjs the S4me.as.,the:blue solution responsiblefOrthei
reddish-brown:coating.onthe carbon 'rod in a'Chapter 12-experi-
ment, and.four alternative materials.wIlich might-have been respon-..:
sible for.the coating and asked which of.themAs-responSible for:-
the coating; the student recalls that the blue splution-he

comectionldth -Chapter l contained Copper'by

06rCore-i

<

coppeE.

Given a'copper-coated carbon rod and the infonpation that it was

produced as a resu1,t of the activities done in Chapter 12 and

asked to identify the material,that,ccats the rod, the student

identifies the 2.eddish-brown.solid on:.che carbQn;rod as copper by

aWBLIL it. .

0 -Core-3

.

,.:,.:, ..

,::- Given a description of a situation an...which energyds being stored

-la a 'chemicalcell..(a. battery) and-asked-what'energrconversion
takes place'in the cell, thevStudentrecal)ts that,electrical-ener-

- y is changed into chemical:energy *hen a battery Is: charged.by

..elLWITIL the,statement °Electrical energy is changed intc* :

IchemicaI energy.":
-

06-Core-Li

,. .

Given a list of four forms of energy, one of whiCh is chemical,

and asked to select the form of energy.that is' gtored'in . 4 bat-
.:,

. .

tery, the student recallS that energy is-stored in a battery as ,A
,

chemical ehergy_biliagEk_that_the_forh_of_energy'ls chemica.1,"_
_

06-Core -5
..

When asked to.desCribe wliat happens inside a 1-6chargeable battery

during charging-and diWarging, the'student app1ies the concepts

that charging a battery means storIng energy fri it by. convertirik

one substance into another And that 'during diachargIng, the re-

action is reversed, releasing electrical energy, by gop,23,41ag

with the essence of those notions.

When asked what is required, to make an electrical circuit com-

plete.;: the student recallS that a complete electrical circuit ia

'06.4.Care -6

c

4

'06-aore-7
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ti

one which hab an unbrOken 'conductive path thrOugh which.".:.elebtrical
. , .

current may traVel by e800ri1in t9;;that effect. ,

3m,. ' .
.1

06-Core-8

,

A

Given a cha,r0d "D size battery, -two 1222 bulbs, _,.§ocjitetS:;
three 'test.- leadS,'and asked to 'tconnebt the bulbS.irfi

-.the rraterials given';''. the :Student applies: the concept' ...that -in a ,.,
.series cirCuit, the 'compohents..are ,connected,so, that the current ,;..
must flow through them: in success1Offiv,raillat4,44 the 'CorirponentS.
ifi such a Way that When .ahy ,One'd.r.:the frOih the'
socket the other bulb goes. out. . ,

: A.:1.1,

06-COre-9 when a..sked tO diagram 'an operable circUit.-containingLa sWitch, a, ." ,battery, and:three reSiStorSi suah .as;:bUlb.'s or motors, wired in.,
series the student applies the: rule that a'.'seriOs circUit is
wired zo thttt the 'electricity follOws a pathi PrOM brie battery-,;-
terminal through the switch and each Of 'the ,appliances In si4cep,,
sion, terminating' at the other battery terminal: by cl,turaminicc the
circuit 'to show that re1ationsh4.

t.

06-Core-l0 Ctiven three descriptIons , each Involving' twO electrtical. devices--
'wired either in series or pa:rallel configuration,- And a...statemppt
ot th effect' upon ' one .,,deviOe of the other, ,device s", ceasing to
operate and. asked to identir.sr ih each case whether the, wi
(circuitry) .betWeen the, tw6 devices is' series or parallel.; :the
student classifies 'the wiring '(CirCuitry) as series when on '
device's . ceasing,to operate causes the second'aeVice to s:top,
Operating and-as, parallel when oho device tek, teaSing't9 operate
does not affect the second ckevice 'by, =lag each we: -aoorciirlirrli.,

1=..

. ,
06-Core-II 'When aSk d to diagraM an-Operable circUit oontainng a battry arid

three res stors, such as bulbs or rr)otor's','uli-ed
student- aplies the 'rul& that'. 'a. parallel circuit 'is wirge:th.O.ci 'that
the electri'ity flows from .one terthinal bf the battery, throuei
each -of the :ppliarices'direaly and fiorithe opposite terraihal.,of
each oe- the .00liances back tb the''iothervtrattersi terminal by

:. auruclan4,a cdit to shoW. that relationlhip.. -
. ... d:'

06-Core.412

I ^

-Givth a charged, "V ize battery, three'.#222 bulbs,:aridsoCkets;
.and'six test leads . ask4d tb connect the bulbs 1n parallel, .-

USIng the 'materials gi en, the student applies the Concept .th'at
in a. parallel circuit., e ch component is cönnected so:..that,,.the
Current flowing throtigh i need hot"pass through the other'
couponents in the circuit b '912agslitlaii the .qomponents .sothat
when one or' two of the bulbs e removed froii the sockets, ,such
bulbs as remaiin stay lit,:

t

3 8



.t ...
. ... '.4: '. '- ,. ;. ,.

Vien a. d,i4eam ..!oi' a sePies.'irgiiit e.nd..,:asked what effect.adding r*: '06,p6r07.13 ,
series resistorS.:to :the cii?cUit...would. lipe On the amoUpt 'of ''

'ellectricEil. &mt.& eaCh.:.:circuit, element receives; the:I:student' .?

.. .
401-Os .the.principle::that, each resisto4''added to a ,4brieS'.-circuit '

.: causes every other .resiStor in the. circuit:.tdt.redeive ,deSs. elec.,. .. ..

trUal .enere.by Withclitz 'to that effect'. ..' .- -":- - . -.. ''." ..... ..... .

'.;

Given a diagram of a conpleted series circuit .containing two re-.
A., sistórs, such as bells,..bulbs; or motors, a closed switch,' and,' a
1"1,:. current source and asked how,'to.reducethe'arnok:Int"pf .cuMent ftow-

ing, that. is, 'to.make the bulb dimmer, 'the student lieS, the
'rule that increasing-the',rersistance of a ikeries circul y adding..
resiStors to the odircuit decrea:set the -floW-' of. Current:1V', §tatipA
,Pitber: Aat he would a.dd another resistor in series in the circuit

that' he yould substtiute.. a iesIstOr. with higher' resistance-for
one of the resistors alreadyjn the circuit:

Giveri-digkg.ams of two, parallel..cirCuitS and .two series, circuits 06-Core-a5.i,..-. . ..
6114 ..asked to classify eaeh circuit as either;i:1,ardllel or series,

' =,...the sttident classifies .the circuits .as parallel if a diagyam. shows
. More *than one pathway from the battery.' to the resistors . and 'as

seriesAif, the pathway for' ttie .electricity'is shoWn going . to eaqh ,,...:.
resistance, consecutively by '-irclicating, the cir.cuit tve in.' eacil ".:'':

. .
.. .case , , .,. .

.

When.,,asked why the(' trie,rature of-.a resiStor rises when electrici:
ty i;S passed through '. it, the, studeq anDlies the &incept ...that when

.. electrical energy patse, 'throtig)-1 a materiall.some of that:.ele.ctri
energy.is,.changedintci..heat energy by remonclipg to:that

effect: -

.06-Core, -16'

- Given' a diagram and a description of a.situation in which .a.
...r.:... .:Current,carrying -wire and a. magnet.are brought near each other and

. ;pnlyone is free to move and as4e.d.: what, if arwthing, ..li1.1 appeti; ^

the student applies the eotwept that there will be,a fOrce be, .".
. t1.4een the two o jects by wedictink that. the object free-,.to Move

.
.. . .N

, will .move. . :, . 1.-
,

, -

06-Core-l7

$.

en asked tp describe the effect On the magnetic Strength of a ,

, coil'of wire of varying the number of turns .of'wire On ari'electro- 4
magnet, the: Student applies the concept .that the Strength of.
eIectrozragnet varies with'the nimier of loops on the coil:of wire
,Jay so atatkuL.

06-cof:e-18

:

S.

0

,
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06-cove-1
. '

, i .
.

' Given, .a 'list, pf.,,f:Our f)ta errients incIudintr 9rgy can exist..in..1.,
-2mbile than one 'form". and .!tErgY.: can be ttisferred r. froth. one Sy-.,..

. -tern. to ..another" an s*. asked...'to identify .t ose ''StaterientS Whith . de.
scribe the .charactekStlics 'of enerezI, t e'dtudent clasbities only.

._ . -. ,

those _two.: statementS as characteristiC's of energy ,by s'e2.ectla.. .,.them frOm the list.

,

06-Ex.c

' "

-1 ,
Given a drawing .. of a battery -sliming r-tWo aad..stript in- an aninoni.:.;
Azrf chloride solution and a list of materials,. sdine of -which will
affect' the 'amount .of electrical "enjergy given Off by 'the% battery.,, .

..and asked to select 'the entries that indtdate.' variables which will'

.",..affect 'the amount of eleCtric4 'energy given off,: by the 'battery;
. the...student classifies the type 'of -metal -in the Strip" and 'the tYpe

. of solution as the -variab1 e6..affecting'the arnotzit' of electrical, .

energy given- f. by a battery by selecti those variables.
'

7.;
0.6-Exc Givqn a :list Of deOriptioni-of chemical changes anci,..asked to se-

lect 'the *letV,r.s of the items that' involve the phfnomenon 'Of.i-. stored chemiqfal energy- undergoing,a change in form, .the student.'
applies, the concekt that chemidal 'changes in which chemical ener-k
gy is given.4)ff can,be identrfied by the 'production of light,
heat ; electricity., biabbles , or, the- physical sdattering. of

,
. . .

reactants ukAti_thL descriptionS of gUch 'occurrences.
._

06.7Exd 25i. , Given t neasurements:mad:e in the`-..fIM instance sitrple; ,
theasurfnedevice*d: then_with provesaiNO.y- 4-nbre Preersie instru-... ..,ments .apl'asked if he noW knows' the.exact.ollUe of the measure-
ment ar4to explain his answer, the student. apPl4es:the'7concepit$, -
that:all; rnckasuremqnts, o matter'hOw precise, aPproximaions."
and that it is irrpobsible,to_eliminate eilrOis in measurenents by .

resp.ougal.negativelys and with the effect pf the. concepts;

,06-Exc 25-
1

Givkii a, Cold contining unctrinectld points and -asked tb draw- the
..

4 best.ttit line for the points giverl, tne student applies. the
,cept that a best-fit line is a'Smooth curve with as -nem poit4s.

1 , abOve as betow the line by. drawing, such a line on:the grid. ;

. . . . , . ,

06-Exc *0-1 QiVen a list of situations involving possible differences betWeen .

. . , parallel :and series circiAits and asked Which ddsoribes. a .parallel
circuit, the student applies the, principle that parallel "circui/ts .,

, allow the electricity tO. follow .any .on'e of several independent .

paths, by Wesila the respOnse which makes that stiltement. - .....
, . ._ , ,

-06-Exc 27:-1?
s'', '.. .

..,Given. a drawing'.of.a Copper wire passing 'perpendicularly tl-RougWa
.''file..card on WhiCh blank-faced ,cdnpasses have beer,' PositiOnecT .*',..

Ound : the "wire .4nd *asked .to draw the 'direction that the ',compass
4 .

I

k'.. .. ,. 4 0;....'/::
..

. . ..

"f

t .
.

1:1*) . 1.11111.



needles will point if teipases are.laid at'various indicated

positions iilgolld.the tu nt applies the concept-that

thé.magn ic field aroUhd ale e though which electricitris °

flowing i .4 series of concentric circles by daiethe direction II

the comp needles will point on tracir* of the blapkfaced

compasse shown in'gle problem.
4 .
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'A-

.

-.W.Ven a. list of What purport to be ciaracteristcs ot. a scientif-.

'lc model' and asked to select-the statement which is not

.oharacteristic of scientific model:, the student recalls Xhat a

model exp tionrwhichestablis,hes d,relationship 4.

set of orat2pn, data, or ner.Uati no by means ofia nntal

or physibal picture or a mathematical eq on by wazina the '

statement "It is an experimental observat on" as not character7

istic of a scientifiq model.

07 -dore -1

.GiVen a list of 'four Ourported sources of scienti4lc models and'
asked to choose the correctsource, the- student recalls that
scientific models are thought up bY men by le4ealng, that entrY.

07 -Core -2

When-asked to state,two things done by'a,good scientific) model,
the student reCalls that a good scientific mOdel (1) suggests

questions, (2) explains observations, ..(3) suggests new eXperi-

Ments;,,and.(4) predi.9ts th na'ture of the results of those new

experiments by gealgaUDE with, at least'two of those four.

07 -Core -3

4ren four statements purportIng to be characteristiCs of
satentific models and asked.to s2lect the qtatement which best

describes the models that scientTsts use, the student classifies

the concept that the models scientists use may be described as

useftll rather than as correct by seectj the statement to that

eff6ct.

07,-Core -4

. When asked to name three characteristics assumed to be true of'

the electropvticies in the Iscs electroparticle model fOr

electricity, tbe.student recalls that it is assumed that electro-

particles (1) .can be given energy, (2) can move fram place to,

. place, (3) can give up energy, (4) will viove through conductors
in a complete circuit, and (5) will lose all their energy'in so

doing by m=sggialz with at least two of those assumptions.

0 7-Core-5

,Given a diagram of anCS battery charger connected to a Charging

.ISCS battery and asked to describe the assumea path of electro-

.
.particles andA0 exphin the charging of the.batterw, using the

ISCS electroparticle model; the-studentalls that low energy
electroparWdles move out of the.Wenergy terma.nal of.the
bal:tery,/r6dertvepnerig.from the charger, and return to the

batteryhrough the higi energy:terminal by .teaa=z- the path

f tWelectrollarticles and u2agaza the charging of the

Oattery as outlined above.'
. 4

07 -Core -6

4
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07 -Core -7

4

,

When asked whether scientists can 'deVelop mpre than one good model
to explain the sage phenomena and if so, hag would a scientist
decide which one to Use and if not, why dot, the student recalls
that more than one.model can be invented which can be used to
explain the'same phenomena and that a'scientist uses the-model'
which best suits as problem by pespondiw affirmatively and witS"
the "notion:of the concept. ..

.tv

07 -Core -8 ',When'asked to use the électroparticle model to deseribe the
rOcess of charging a battery, the student applies the assumptions
of the electroparticle model to the process Of charging,a battery
by describArlgthe battery charging process using the notion that
the charger giws energy to the electroparhcles which then return"
to the battery and are stored there with their extmenergy.

07 -Core -9

V-

p.

When asked to use the_lk/S electroparticle model to explaikhow
energy gets from a ch"arged battery to a given component of an
electric circuit, the student recalls that high energy electro-
particles carTy energy from the battery to the given component,
give up their energy, and return to the battery as low energy
electroparticles by grazgazaa.to that effect.

07 -Core-10 When asked to use the ISCS electrwarticle model to describe the
function of the two poles of.a battery when it is connected into
a complete circuit, the student ilecalls that outgpiag high-energy
electruparticles leave the battery trom one pole and that return-
ing low-energy electroparticles pass into the battery through the
other pole by -imam= to that effect.

. 07 -Core -11

07 -Core-12

When asked to describe what happensto the current Mow when a
resistor,is added to a circuit and to use the electroparticle
model in his response, the student Pecalls that the resistor
aIlems 'eWer électroparticlps to flow through the circuit in a
given period of time.by imagagliz to that effect.

Given.four factors which purport to determine the.number of
electropartiCles which pass through a resistor In a circuit in a '

certain period of time and asked to select the factor which
determines 1104 many electroparticles pass through the given
resistor in a fixed amount of time, the student aulles the
feature of the electroparticle.model whiah states that the nutber
of electroparticles flowing through a resistor in a.circuit in a
givenTertod of time ip dependent upon the energy pf each electro-
particle by ai1erer4414 the. iteth which states that it: depends upon
the enerovof each electroparticle.



When asked to list three phenomena of current flow Which the ISCS

elegtroparticle model does:not eXplain, the student recalls any

two Of the following phenoMena not expl .0 by the electroparti-%

cle model: (1) the capacity of elect particles'to pass through

solid wire, (2) the capacity of ele roparticles tii cause a wire

to act like a magnet, (3) the ability of electroparticles to carry
energy, (4) the form o'f the energy carried by electroparticles,
and (5) the Source of the energy that moves electroparticles by .

11a,t4 the notion of at least two oy the above.

07 -Core -13

,

Ihhen.asked why an ammeter should be connected in series.with a
circuit, the student 14calls that only-in a series circuit will

all of the current floWing in tile Circuit flow through the meter

by m,22Lialx, to that effect.

07 -Core -14

Given a diagram of an .18CS electricity measurer connected intO a

circuit in such a way that it is in series with the other
components of the ciredit and its resiator is bypassed and asked'

what the electricity measurer will measure, the student classifies

an ISM electricity measurer as an ammeter (or current flow meter)

-. when its resistor is bYpassed in a.circuit by rsDondir1 that the

electricity mem r will measure current flow amperes or elec-

troparticles second) Passing through the circuit.

07 -Core -15

-Given four entries purporting to be ways by which a unit of
jreastulemoitqmkyloe established and asked.to identify the entry .

that states how the unit of measurement isdetermined, the

stIldent recalls that a unit of measuatement is a matter of
definition by select4A4 the entroy to the effect that it is defined

by man.

07-Core-16

Given/the statement that one wayto describe electricity is to,use

an elbctroparticle model and asked to use this%model to despribe

the process of charging abattery, the studenttgenerates an
explanation for the charging in terilis of the following aSsumtions

of the ISCS electroparticle model: the battery contains 'Particles

that (a) can be given energy, (b) 'can.move from place to place,

(c) need' a coMpletedi unbroken pathwayy_and (d) can-156 stved with .

the energy they received, by so degprphliz the'dharging aka
battery and includinOfte-notion that the charger gives energy to

the elearoparticles which then return to the battery and are
stored there with their extra energy.

07-b'or7-17

When aked to namethe standard unit for,measurin4 electric
current, the student recalls that the ampere is the unit fOr meas-

uring electric current by- relibon4laii "ampere:"

07 -Core-g
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07eCore-19 When asked taname'the standard unit used for measuring 'electrical
energy carried by an electroparticle, the student recalls the vtdt
as the unit for measuring the energsli carried by an electroparticle
by gaaimajla "volt4"

07-Core-20 Given a voltmeter coil and an ISCS electricity measurer and scale
set up:to measure amperes and asked to make a voltmeter fram them,
the student manipulates an ISCS electricity measurer already set
up as an ammeter so 'that it will neasure voltage by magglagthe
ammeter coil with the voltmeter'coil and including the resistor
by dlaualajlathe test lead from terminal 2 and gigallgaljou it
to terminal 3.

exisommoW

.07-Core-21 Given an ISCS electricity measurer kit, four charged Dcell bat-
teries in holders; a blank tongue.depressor, five test leads; two.
.rubber bandsl.and a half-41.6&w.mass and asked to construct a
voltage scale, using the'equipment furnished, the student manipu,
Iates an 1SCS electricity measurartd,05otruct a voltag4 scale by
assedoling the.equipment with the zerojooint marked on the ton
depressor when no cells.are in the cl.rtuit, majpag additional,
points on the scale at the resting points;whsn each additional
cell is added in a.series with the firstd6eTI, and then labeItrylz.

the marked pOints above.the zero as 1.5, 3.0; 4.5, and 6.0 volts
in-sequenCe.

07 -Core -22 Given. diagram Of a completed series circuit and a completed
'parallel circuit, the'materials to construct the circuit, and an

% .electricity measurer (or ammeter) to measure( the current iflow and
asked to construct the circuits and measure the,current flaw, the
student applies the rule that ammeters are connected'in series
with'the current supply and the total resistance ann the rul6 for
measuring current flow by conRecting the ammeter correctly in each.
: circuit and 4maillzboth:of.the ampere readIngs'within one of
the smallest stbdivisions on the scale. '

07-Core -23 Given a diagram.and adescription of asituation in which the
pointer of an electricity measurer deflects the wrong way and
asked how tb reverse the direction of deflection of the pointer,
the student applies the principle that the direction of defrection
of the gointer can be reversed on a mkerA that type.by revere
'sing the connections of.the meter-to the circuit Uy riausactliz to

4 the effect that he would reverse the connectionS of.the meter to
the6circult.,

07-Core -24' GLven a.diagram of 'a.s.erl.es circuit and asked what effect addihg
resistors,in series to the circuit will have on the amount of
electrical ererw each circuit element receives, the student

.

4 4/



applies the principle-that each resistor addgd to a series.circuit

causes every .element.in the circuit to receive less electrical

energy by 2114,talz in effect that less electrical energy is
4

received by. each elenent .

Given a description of a.situation.in WhiCh a-wave..passes under!

an Object'floating on the open Ocean and four statement* describ-4

ing the motion of the,object and asked to select the dtatement

- which best describes the motion of the object.in the water, the

,student applies the principle that when waves pass through water,

the surface water does not move the'Object horizontally_kut-mbves-

.
it up-and down by awiagua4 the stbtement to that-effeCt.

07-Exc 28-1

4,

4.

Given a trough, water: a cork, a pencil, and instructions for

wave-making 'and-asked if the cork-water system moves horizontally

'toward or away- from the wave source or does not move horizontally

at all and what, if anything, moves across.the surface of the

tank, the student applies the concept that it is energy which

moves horizontally in a waVe and.not the medium itself by resooncl-

'-
111u that.there is no horizontal movenent of the cork-water sys-

tem and with the essence of the notion that energy id transported

horizontally.

07-Exc 28-2

Given a description of a situation in wnich two theories apply, an

'older, more xestricted one and a newer; broader one, and the

statement that the restricted theory is used in a spedific situ-

ation and asked whether or not the newer theory Mould be used

instead and to explain his answer, the student,applies the prin-

ciple that any description is a good mod l if it explains the

observations and can be used for the p ose intended by ;esogild-

lair.. negatively and ptating the notion of the principle.

07,-Exc 28-3

Given a scientific'model and a serie of'statements each purport-.

ing to be a criterion that scientists would have for accepting

this model aneasked to select the criterion by which mcdels.are

/ judgedl the student applies the concept that new nodels and con-

structs are proposed as useN1 ways of thinking abiptit phenonena

by ggiggagluathe response to the effect that they are accepted if,

they constitute useful ways of thinking about,phenomena.

,

Given'that a model is accepted by most scientists and five inter--

pretations of what It means fdr a model to be accepted by most

scientists and asked to-select the best,interpretation, thostu-

dent applies the concept.that scientific'acceptance of a model

implies that it explains the observations made to-date but does

.not imply that scientists feel either that it represents an '

absolute truth or that no other model would work by le,jaaulug the

07-Eic 29

07-Exc 29-2



'entry involving explanation of observations, but not those entries
implying the model to be an absolute truth.

07 -Exc 29-3 Given the information that a particular model is'accepW by most
scientists and four alternatives which purport to be interpreta-
tions of what it means for a model to be accepiled by-most scien-
tists and asked to select the best interpretation, the student
applies the idea that a model needs to be modified to ageouht for
new observation's by gilaallzthe entry that best states the i*a.-

.

07-Exc 30-1_ Given two d1ag76.ms, each showing two wires suspended, parallel to
and close to each other and connected int6.separate but equivalent
battery-switch.circuits; differing only in that one diagram shows
the positions of the two Nires when the switdh is open and the
other When it.is closed and a statement of the terminal from which'
the electroparticles flow out ofand back into one of the bat-
teries and asked to indicate from which terminal the electroparti-
cles flow fram the other battery and thriough-whiCh terminal they
return tb the battery responsible foP the attraction or repulsion..
shown, the student appliesthe canceiA.that an attracting farce
expts between two. parallel wires carrying electricity in the
sane direction' and that"a repelling force exists between two
parallel wires darrylig tlectricity in opposite directionz.by
InglAgLathat When the parallel wires repel each other, the
electropartidles lea4e'and reenter the battery so that they are
going in different directions in the parallel.wires and when the
wires attract each other, the electrOparticles leave and reenter
the battery so that they are going in the sage directions in.the
parallel wires.

.07-Exc 31-1
c.

.Glven statements describing possible behavior patterns of scien,
tists as a group and asked which is the best description, tbe stu-

' dent applies the principle that scientists, like other human
beings, exhibit a varietY of beha:vior patterns bir klgcting the
statement to that effect.

07-Exc 32-1 Given'a description of how long or how fast two battery-operated
toys wo* and asked to indicate whether or not the toys' batteries
are connected in series or in parallel and to explain his choice,

. using the\electroparticle model, the student Tplies the concepts
hat in a series circuit an electroparticle picks up energy from
ach batte through which it flows, thua enabling the toy to run

faster but less time than if it were in'parallel circuit,'
whereas in a arallel circuit electroparticles are furnished by
each battery dependently, causing the toy to run more slowly
but for grea r lengths of time than if it were in a series cir,-
cult by With the notions of the concepts.

.47..
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Given a description of the number of,batteries and the nuMber of

resistors in a'parallel,ci,rcuit in a toy and asked in, what viva

change in the number of resistors and the number of batteries

would change a voltmeter reading taken in the circuit and to ex,

plain his answer, using,the electroparticle model, the student

applies the electroparticle model tO determine that when added am

parallel, more batteries,do not affect how'much,énergy an electro,

partigle,in the circuit carrLes by gIAllagthat, with an inc

in 'tlie.nOmberf* batteries, thefvltmeter reading would .,.

same.
4,

07-Exc 33-1

Given a description of the number of batteriep, the number of

resistors, and the type'of'circuit (series) 141 a toy.and asked in

what way-a dhangp in the number of equivalent resistors and the

number of batteries would change ah ammeter laddng taken in the

circuit and to explain his answer,using the electropartiCle model,

the student applies( the electroparticle model to determine that

in a series circuit, more batteries connected in series give the

electroparticles more energy, resulting in more current through

the resistors, and that an increase in.the number of resistors

connected in series decreases the current in the circuit by

xespondintz that when the sage nurrbei, of equivalent' resistors and

batteries are added to a circuit, the ammeter reading should stay

'the same.

07 -Exc 33-2

-%.
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...Given the-statement that an ammeter must 10 connected in series

rather than i/vparallel.with a circuit to,measUre the.flow of.

cur/lent arid asked to use the electroparticle4odel to explain why' .

.
the ameeter is connected in series, the student tipplies the

assumption of the electroparticle model that an ammeter counts all

.the electroparticles flowing through the:Circuit by

with'the function of 'an ammeter and that only When tfttiftis
connected in series will all electropartiCles pass through thp

ammeter.

V

08-Core -1

I.

When asked haw a voltmetershould be connected to a Component to

flifeasUre the yoltagp available to the component; the student

recalls that a voltmeter should Ve connected in parallel with the

circuit component to measuie thevoltage evailable td it by

respondinR, to that effect.

08-CKe -2

Given a diagram of a series circuit involving one device; a

resistor, a switch, and a battery with all terminal cOnnections

identified by letter and asked to describe the procedures to'use

in this situation to detect and measure.the voltage across the

named device', using suCh additional apparatus-as necessaryl.the

student applies the proceduresto detect.voltage --041) connects

the terminals of an electricity mpagvrer (voltmeter) to the two

erminals of the device and (Q),naa whether the Meter pointer

moves when current is flowing in .0-16-circuit, which is the sign

that.there Is voltagp -- and the procedure to measure voltage --

reads the'valtmeter scale pointer (if the pointer moves dawn . .

instead of up, he reverses the leads connecting the voltmeter with

the device) -- by.so responding;and IndpatinKthe connections.

' 08-Core -3

gy

Given' a diagram Cr a complete circUit containing two electrical

meters, one.connftted in parallel with the circuit and the other .

connected in series with the circuit, and asked to designate each

of the meters.as either a voltmeter or an ammeter and to.tell how

each is connected to the.circuit.(in parallel or in series), the

.
student identifies the electricity measurer (meter) connected in

series'as an ammeter and the .electricity measurer (meter)

connebted ip parallel as a'yoltmeter by slectin. the fUnctionof

the meter and the type of circuitry with Whi they are connected

to the main circuit.

'08-Core-Li

Given the'ammeter reading in amperes, the .voltmeter reading in

voltsl,and the time in seconds that a light buib receives energy

and asked to calculate and report the energy received by the.bulb,

the student applies the'formula that eLectçical energy equals

amperes times volts t s time jby..calculatin theenergy given to.

the light bulb and e reSsinKthe.answer in ndwton.meters.

p.

.0.8 -Core-5.

,
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08-dore-6 Given four foilmul.as inmolving clarrent,,( voltage,: and time, one of
which is the formula for calculating electrical energy in a direct
current circuit,'and asked'to identify the formula for calcuiatiait
electrical energy, the student classifies vats times amperes
times time as the formula for calculating electrical energy by
selesSang it. ,

08-Core-7 When,asked to ,nane the-threi Variables-he measures in order to .

determine the,total amount of,electrical energy delivered to soTe
,

component of a.complete circuit, the student recalls that the
variables measured to determine the tOtal amount of electrical.:'

.

energy delivered to a Circuit component are current (or amperep),.
battery voltage (or volts), and time,.(or seconds) the current'
flows py plaum those variables.

* 08-Core-8

.

Given an.elect city measurer, voltagp and amperage scales, a
'timer, two test leads, and a prewired Circuit in which a battery
supplies electricity to operate two electrical devices connected
in parallel and aSked to measure the energy supplied to one device
for fifteen seconds and to show his measurements.and calculations;
the student applies the rulesjbr.connecting a voltmeter across
the terminals- of the 6lectrical device, connectihg an ammeter in
series with one of.the devices', measuring the voltage, amperage,
and tine, and calculating the energy, using the formula voltage
tines amperes tines time equals electriml.energy.4 r.ggarelz
the measurements and the calculations within the range of +1
newton.meter.

08 -Core -9. When asked to state two reasons that scientists prefer to make
observations in t6rms-of quantities, the student recalls-that
numerical information aids in precise, unambiguous communiCation'
and analysis by zap.2=E with both of those notions.

08-COre-10 Given a list of five operating electrical devices and asked to
indicate those in which eleqtricity produOes observable work, the
student classifies the situaLions in which there is evidence of a
force being applied through a distance because of the application
of electrical energy 46 situations in which electricity does
observable wo?ii by selecting:such examples.,

08 -Core -11 "Given a voltmeter (electricity measurer), diagrams of both a
parallel cirouitsand a series circuit, and the.equipment to
,construct the circuits.and asked-to construct each circuit,
measure and report its voltage across the entire circuit, and'.
show the setup to his teacher, the stuaent applies the rdle that

P,
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-the voltmeter is connected in parallel to thecircuits and the

!rule fbr mea6uringthewiltage.by lnoa.111,0a the meter correctly

-in each circuit and by rep9rting the.voltage across each circuit

correctly to'within +1 volt.

Given descriptions and diagrams of a completed series. Circuit and 08-,Core-12

9ircuit, _each having a battery atid fbur
1

'resistors,' and asked tO-6(161- Toifi Sr thé es circu±thae eatxi
.resistance.than the parallel circuit, the student applies the

concepts that the current must flowttirougn all the resistors in

the series Circuit, whereas the current_in the parallel circuit

can flaw directly and independently thfiougheach one of the

resistors by rgsgonaing to that-effect.

Given diagrams of awcompleted Series circuit and a completed

parallel circuit,-"each consisting of a battery and four'resistors,

and asked in the case of the series circuit whether the'current

fluas througl eadh resistor by a separate path ok in sequence and

whether the total resistance to current flbw is less or greater

than that in the parallel circuit,.the student classiftes a
multiple-resistor circuit wired in .series as one.in which the

current flows thrOUgh-each resistor sequentially and irr'which the

total resistance is greater than in a parallel hobkup of the sane

components by seleatur, the alternatives that agree with thode

poncepts.

08 -Corel3

Given a labeled diagram of an electric motbr mounted tolift

sinkers and asked to propose a procedure for usingthe equipment

shown to define operationally the electrical energy of .a battery,

the student generates a.proqedure far detecting the energy of a.

..battery by Observing the work it doe's and for measuring that

energy py determining the.amount of work it does in the given

.system by gla=g; an operational definition which inAudes'detec-

ting energy by the movement of the sinkers and measuring either

(1) the total distance that the battery (motor) lifts a fixed

nuMber.of sinkers,before it stOpS lifting or (2) the number of

sinkert the battery (motor) .cati lift a specified distance.

08 -Core -14

Given.a moder.for the transfer of energy from qne location to

another, using canned goods to represent energy, and a list of

variables in the model's operation and asked to chOose fru= the

list'of variables the element of the model which correspondS to

a yolt, the.element which corresponds to an ampere, and the

element, which .corTehponds to an electroparticle, the student

classifies a volt as correspondirik to the nuMber of cans a person

could carry at one time, an ampere as carusponding to the number

of cans being put down in each time unit, and an electroparticle

08 -Exc 34-1

414



'as corresponding to the nunberibf persons available to move tke
cans by BALM, latL those° êlements of the model with those terns . N\

\.<08-Exc 35-1 Given a list of variables that may or.may not affect the power
available to a light bulb'and asked,to Choose the variables which \
are factors in determining the flow of electrical power, the

.

student applies-the principle that electrical power is a function
of the voltage and the current by gaigatillz the .appropr;late

'
I

08-Exc 35-2-

. . .

Given 2 electricity measurers (a voltmeter and art ammeter), 1
switch, 3 bulbs, 2 motors, 1 TSCS battery, 7 test leads,.ahd a
diagram of a completed series circuit involving the battery which
operate* one or more Of the bulbs and Motors and aSked to set up
the circuit shown and to 'calculate the power by taking the
necessary current and voltage measurements, the student applies
the rules that voltmeters are connected in parallel to the
circat, that ammqers.are connected in series to'the
that power is the-product of voltage tines'amperage by e

the appropriate voltage to within +1 volt and the anperat: to
within +0.2 anperes and 0,12alatildi the power correptly .m his
measureiTlents.#

'08 -Exc 3671 Given the resistance, the vOltage, and the current along a wire in
one toy and asked what the resi$tance, of the sape kind, size, and
length of wire will be in another toy that is identical except ;

that it.has more batteries operating it apetherefore higher
.

voltage and current and to explain his answer in terms of the
electroparticle mOdel, the.student applies the-prin6iple that the
resistance of wires 'of the same kind, size, and the.same
by wop_13= that the nuMber of electroparticles passing through'
the Wire increases and the energy o each.electroparticle also
increases, causing no.changp in.the oltage-current ratio,

08-Ex6 37-1 Given a motor in working condition, one. magnet with the N-Tole
\-upright and the.other magnet with the:S-pole upright, and' asked to
\predict what will happen if one magnet is turned upside down and .

o explain hls prediction, the student applir the principle,that
o e magnet's N-pole'and one magnet's 'or-one'taped end and-
on, untaped end) must be positioned near the coils to attract and
rel*1 the motor arm go that it is.under constant magnetic force
which causes it to revolye loy mRi2galing that changing one of the
magnets will cause it to repel the arth coming toward it and
attract-the arm going away from it and thus slow down or stop the..
motor.

08-Exc 38-1
4

Given a,picture and a description of a motor-driven toy arid asked
to describo\what measureMents he would need to make in order tO



determipe how. much Wbrk the .motor.in the toy 'will do, the stUdent.

applies.the principle that work is calculated by multiplying:force

'times the'didtance the force isapPlied bsi4espongligthat he

would make measUrements of force and'distahce.

,

Given the following statements: ."You have learned about eleqtric- , (561-Exc

ity-from actiyitiesilike the ones in youii-teXt without too much,

trouble. It was tha explorers who had a hard time," and accesa to

-Exclarsion-19 and'asked Wat-he haa.that-thb'eXplOttradidn'tzbalia----..

thattmakes hls task easier, the student identifies as factors r'

which make. his task easier.than that'of -qle explorers activities. .

that have been pretested to besure'they are safe,"safet0ips,

'experimental desigs written out Or hIm, equipment that is -

\\ available, models.that have beensuggested, apd the accumulated

`. body of scientific knowledge by p.ALriEthe,notion of et least one

of those factors.
. ip

t

/,
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k 4

Given an-air'pistpn and asked to fill ttrwi'th a certain amount of'.,

wat, the student manipulates,tbe piston hi such a Way as to 44.

it with the sppcifiedamount bf water by lauldlathe tip of the .

piston into thv water and. o. ill 4 t the plunger's° that itsfront

edge is on the specified mark '+0.1 utrat) and the chamber,is

completely filled with:water and .contains no air bubbles.'

,09 -Cove -1

ive4 a:6JY* airlAstbn.partlYT1116d'With liquid-and. asked how *:09-Core.-2:...1

-.,,imueh liquid the syringe-"contains the student manipulates the air,

pist:on td read its 'scale by grrIgLila.the VoluMe or the liquid

aocurately.to within +0.1 'cc.

'given a list of fo.Ur daanges in a'aubstanbe, one of which is that-

an increase in volume is coincident with 'a'temperaturaincrease,

and asked to.select;,bhe usual result of increasing the teMperature

of a'substance, the student re0alls that' an incrkase in yolume is

colncident with tiiiperaturg-Tase by selestiw the Statement

to,that effect.
4

4

09-Core-3 .

(

,

Given that a device is needed to Measure a very small change in .,

.
temperature:and yet.prOvide easily;distinguishable readings and a

list of four materials, including a solid, a liquid, and a gas,

and asked which of the substances is best to use in such a devidel

the atudent applies the concept that a gas has a grear'increase
in volume when.heated than does a solid or a liquid by gallirstilk

the gas' as the best expanding sUbstance for,the device, *k

09-Core4.

Given a diagram showing the. locations, Of the freezing point of

water oft both a -Pahrenheit and. a Celsius thermometer and asked to

explaln why the freezing point of water can be both 32° and 0°,. -

'the student'applies cbncept that it is.possible.to have

different scales based on different definitiona to measure the

same phenomenon' by respongrikto'that effectt

GiVen a story in which- two people make measurements,in body-par

unita and disagree' about'whope"measureitent.is correct and asked

what needs to be done to avoid,future confusion,:_the student,

applies' the rule that to be standard; the units ofgreasurement

have to be agreed upon by zsbusalaiz ta the effect that a standard

or an agreed-upOn unit is necessary.

When asked What uat ig used by sclentists'and in ISM for measur-

ing temperature, the,student recalls the degree Celsius as the

standard unit used 10 Ism for measuring temperatureby rakaaa

4 that unit. - 1 .

09-:Core -5

09-Cgre-6

09-Core-7

: LA. L.L.1, el:" .1147A. La..t Allaiii.L.244 ;,'t 44 ft 0,14 H
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. 097 Given a .pictUre Of..a thermometer%marked in degrees-Celsius and.
.asked what happens *to water when kis temperatureiregisters 0°C.and
100°C ,the stUdent reCal10,that at 0Q .C waterfreezes and at 100°C.
water?boils by.statInp;thq:Se facts. , - . .1

*

09-Core-9. Given athermometercalibrated,ip Celsius.units and aked to
meMum the.temperatre of,a substance, the student manipulptes
the thermometer tO ftnd the temperature of the substance by
xeoort4p4 a reading on the.scale.of the thermoimeter within::an
'accuracy Of +1.0 Scale interval.

0'

09-Core-10 When asked how.a thermometer which contains a liqUid confined j '

&tube Works, the-student recalls that the liquid expands as
temperature increases and contracts as-temperature.decrieases

. rump..413a to that effect.
.

.

..09-Core-11 When asked to exPlain why putting `a, jar with a lid stuck on it.
:int6 hoe woter,:will someWies. cause the lid to.loOsen-, the

student.generates an,explanation based on the cOndepts that'mOst
.-Substances expand when'heated an'd that.different substances expand

at different rates'brx=a4mALag, to-the effect that the hot water-
heats the lid and cadses it.to expand faster'than the'jarl.which

.

aoosens it.'1.

09-Core-hi?

5

0
When:asked to gtve an operational definition for the iange,. in the:.
heat Ontent of liqUid water.when the temper'atUre change.fs known°,
the student recills that an operational definition for the chOve
in the'heal content(energs) of liquid water includes 'multiplyink
thelhass of the water in.erams.14the nuMber of 'degrees Celsius-
:th(at Its temperature changes:4)y ozp.21.4.3x to-that effect.

09 -Core,-1.3

yv's-

_V

GiVen a known mass of water and the degrees Cel4us that the'
'temperature of tfie water is raised in..a giVen period of time and

0, asked-to caltulate the uMber,Of caloriesbf heat required to ..(
r\.\,s

..liaisy'the mass that many degreés, the'student applies the rule -

that the number orcalbrie requirwd to -qp,Ise a.mass of water a
ve et. of degrees Celsius is equal tathe product of the

-mass iwater-in'grafto times the nuMber of-degrees CelSius the-
mass is raised by Correctly zzo=1.`x, the product in calories.

09-Cdre-l4 Given.a list of.four temperatures in degrees Celsius and the k

information that a given mass of water is heated for a given
period of time, and asked to predict what the temperature will be'
if the mass is reduced-byhalf bgt the time and the rate of.,
.heating remain constant, the student applies the concept that
given.a Tlxed'amount of heat, the temperature of Water varies

5 5



St.1 \ .

inversely With.t*aMount of water beingheated'or that,the total..

heat in calories of a substance iq equal to its mass in grams

time6 thp change.in tenverature expressed in degrees Celsius by

septip4 the response,that,represents that relationship.

,

Wt.aen asked what a thermometer measures, the.student recalls.that a

thermometer measures temperature by Imowla,to that efftct.

ft

Given a list of terms associhted with heat and.temperature
.

teasurement."anh asked to choose-the standard unit used. in.ISCS

for measuring heat, .the qtudent recalls that the Unit inlAihiCh

.heat is measured.in ISQS-is the cdlorie by aa,Leatg4 that choice.
d. ft

2

09-Core-15

09-Coe-d.6

Given.a"dtlscription Of a model Por:heat which aisumes that heat is

.
a substahce which can flow between objects and that its quantt6r,-

determines 6.1e temperature of objects'and asked-to name'two ob-; .

servable properties of heat that,are in agreement with the model,

he st4dentclasSifies as two observable properties of heat

agreementivith the,assumptions of the heat-Substance model that, -

heat*can befltransferred fomfone cloject to another iand that matter'

expands when hea:ted and contracts when cooled by rsziaQualaz with.

-the efTect.of both, of thbse properties.

09-1Core-l7

I.
1

ft

. .

, .

Given an:illustration indicating that heat flows tmm a burner and .

.passes.tnrough, a glasaz,beaker into water wlaich heats a test tube

.fUll'of-Water which then expands and a list Of eight OUrported

*character4tics of"heat particle properties and behaviors and

asked to"Alect-tha four charactaristics that are compatible with

-the. heat,substance.model, the student classifies as thecharacter-

istics of heat compatible with the heat-substance model that the

substanGe must (1) take up space, .(2)..have maas, (3):be made up of

tiny'particles, and (4). lo-able to move by leltcUrzi those four

characteristics and no others:

09-Core-18

Given a description of a situation in which the model for heat-as

a substance flowing from hot objects to cold is challenged.by the

sugpstion that there exists a cold substance which flows from

cold objects to d6ol.off a hot.object and asked t6 defeat the

challenge, the:,student generp.tes the argument-.(l) that. ifAit were

cold that Was transferred, the Object dbntainipg this cold

substance would be expected to contract as.the-cold substance

flow6d out of It ahd the object got warm, and the object receiving

the cold substance would expand as it got coolar and the cold

substance flowed Into it or (2) that the object containing the.

cold substance would be expted to lose weigtit as it got warmer

-by malataix with either of thoSe arguments.

09 -Core -19
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09 -Core -20 Given thqt three pieces of the sage kind of metal are equal In
size and mass and asked'to predict the effects on the.objects if.

pne,is,cooled, one is heated, ancrone remains'at.roomemperabure-;
'the.student.applies the rule that metals..usually expand when
heated and contract When cooled by6selectifte. the.entry that is in
agreement with the following: the.heategiobjeot will expand; the,
coolid Objedt.will contraat', and the .one tehaining at room temper-
ature will, remain unchanged. -

09-Exc. 40-1.-

r

.

Given a list of characteristics relative to the boiling and freeZ--
ing points of liquids and asked whiqi characteristics are
inappropviate fqr a liquid which is ta*be used in a thermameter-
to 'measure water temperature, the Student applies the prinCiple-
that the liquid used in a thermometer should not have a boiling ,

or freezing point in the tAperature range' in which he'wishes to.
make his'neasurements by seleeing:the-ohoices which agree with

.,that notion.

I

t,

09-ExC .41-1 .Given diagrams of both Fahrenheit and Celsius thermometers and,
asked if a temperature drop or X"degrees has"the sai e meaning.in.
degreeS Celsius as in degrees Fahrenheit, the student apPlies the-

. principleg that there are more unit'intervals.betOeen the freezing
and the toiling temperatures of water on:the Fatirenheit scale than
on the Celsius scale and that an X degree arop on the Celslua
scale is greater than an X degree drop on the Fahrenheit Scale 14
xeswidtrig.with.the.effect,of those pmciplest

09-Exc, 42-1 . When asked.to define calorie in terms of
'recalls the definition that a calorie is
takes to raise the temperanre of 1 gram
lxiglagasli,La to that effect.

water, the student
the amount of heat it.
of water la Celsus by

09-4xc 43-1 .
4

When asked at which temperature, hot or .cold,,his system will need
to supPly more calories to.maintain nOrmal body temperature and,
to explain his answer, the student applies the'principle that the
body needs:to supply more calories to maintain normal.body temper-
ature when the tempeAture of the environment is lower.by
pesDonclini4 to that.effect.

09-Exc 44-1 . Given that a fixed amount of heat is added to a fixed amount of
four'given subdtances whose.specific heats are stated and asked
whiCh ceithose woul6 shpw the greatest temperature change, the
studentfclassifies the Oubstance having the lowest specific heat ,
as undergoing the greatest temperature change by sgiutikiii that
substance. .

3 7



Gvn.r a *diagram and a descriptj.on of a situation ill swhich-four - 10-Core-1

containers of yarying teinpera s are placed in contact.with eaCh

other and.askedto inaicate°the direction of heat OT41,the'
student applies the-rUle'that heat flows from hot.to.cold objects

indicatinKthat heat flows from containers of relatively higtv.

.:t;emperature'into- adjacent containerS of lower temperature.in all

such cases. - vc

Given a description of a .situation-irr.-whielj fOur ccintainérs of

water, all of equal size but mhOse.temperatures,vary, ara placed

. in contact-wi,th each other ln.an insulated box.and asked to

redict the temperature of the water after equilibrium is reached,

the,student applies the rules that heat floWs from hot to cold

materials yntil equilibrium is reached and that equilibrium ,

temperatures may be calculated by adding the water temperatures

otthe containers and dividingby the tqal.pFper.gr corltainers,

by 22;galka.the response,to thatePfact:

10-Oore-2..

#
Given five entrles, including the three states of-tatterl°and

asked to ctiooSe the state which'is likely to be the poorest

-conductor of heat for a given.substance,_thQ,student recalls that

'the gaseous state of ,a given substance is the poorest conduaor

of)-leat by selctin it.

10 -Core -3

Given a diagram of three beakers, one containing a metallic solid,

one a licluid,and one a 'gas, all receiving equal heat and having

thermometers placed in contact with'the'materials at equal dis-

tances from the hqt source, and'asked in which of the three.cases

the thermometer will show a changp in temperdture first and for

what'reason, the student applies the concept that, in general,

metallie solids are better conductors of heat ten liquid or E.

gaSeous poterials by Itles,1,112L the beaker.cont I iirg the metallic

solid and .atiltlaz the essence of the rule.

10 -Core -4

3 3

Given as-a criticism of the procedures of Activities 20-7 and 20-

that the balance is so crude tbat small increases in the mass of -,

-the'water cannot be detected and asked to state a way to detect ,f

such Increases in mass, the student Enerates the suggestion that'

a More delicate balance be obtained or that a larger mass4pe I

heated :,41,p that more of the heat subs-Once will be predent and

therefoarcan be more easily detected by stati4 the effect of one

of tho:Tefication6.

10 -Core -5

Given a.daScription of a situation
'equal mass.ts heated, a drawing of

. one of thgOrasses attached to each
point, and a list 0r four possible

'-.111 which one of two oCjects of

prit ISC$ equal-arm balance with,
arM, equidistant from tir pivot
palance positions an4 asked to

10-Core -6,
4-

,



4.41,

predict the position of the balance arm.aher one of thk masses 1 4
..heated, the st6dent applies the,rule that the'masaof.an objeet.
,remains unchanged by heating by aelectipizthe tesponse which
Inclicates Nat the position of'thp arm does not'onge .as a resu];:t
of.heating the mass. . *

10 -Core -7 Given two theories -- one (restricted and one broader.-- applied.to
a situation,and the statement that the restricted theory is Use4
to,work 4-specific set of problems and asked if the.broader theOry.
8hoU1d.be applied to the:situation instead and to explain his
answe,r, the student appliep the.concept that a model is suitable
to a 'specific' situation if it explains_the observations.and án
beused for the purpoSe intended by .ggip911414k'negatively and
atallaz. the notion.of the concept. ..

10 -Core -8

,

10 -Core -9

10 -Core -10

Given a list of four possible sources of sOientific models And
.

asked to identify -Mie origin,of sc ntific models, the student
recalls that scientific models am, thought up by people.bY
zekslitaa the entry reflecting t notion.

Given four statements. about the heat-aa-energy model and asked to
select the best statement about the model, the student applies the
concept that scientific models are best described as usefUl
explanations and as the bases for predictions joy altcalag, the
statement that agreea with.that concept.

Given that.the heat-as-energy model is accepted by most scientists
and five interpretations of wha4 it means for, a model to be
abcepted by scientists and asked to select the best interpreta-
tl:on, the student applies the conceptthat scientific acceptance
9r a model implies that it explains the'Observatiors made to date,
but'does not imply that scientists feel that this model is an
exact representation of reality or that no other mcdel would
suffice by ulgajilz the interpretation inqolving explanation of
observations, but not those implying the model to be absolute.

:10-Core-11 Given data about how many observations each of two models for heat
can explain and asked to identify the better model, the student

.

Applies the rUle that the better of'two models is the one which
explains more related Phenomena by z9j,2a,up& heat-as-energy.as the
better model and agil.authe notion of the rule.

10 -Core -12 Given a diagram and a description of a situation in which an.
object expandswhen heated And asked to explatn the expansion of,-
the object, uisng the heatiubstance model, the student applies'.
the notion that heat subStance itself takes up space and forces .



the particles of matter iOhe material.being heated to:mbve

failther apart,. thereby.inCreasing the volumeof the material, by
gIaljathe essence of that notion.

Givema diagram and a description of 'a situation in whici; &n

.object expands when heatod and asked to explAin the expansion of

the object, using the heat-dslenerg model, the stUdent applies
the concept.that objects increase ih vollithe when they are heated

becaus/6 th heat suPplied ty, the partieles of,matter causes the
particles to vibrate faster, causing them to.move farther apart
and occupy more space, by aaluathe essence of the notion.

«

l0 -Core -13.

.

.' Given directions to teuCh,twp thihgs befbre and after rUbbihg them
'together vigorously and aSked to Predict,howlbng the observed-
effeet.will continue'if he continues to rub them together and to

eXplain his prediction in terms of the heat-as-energy'model, the
..student.applies the heatTaS--ner gy. model to the rubbing of two

.
objectS by u.e.c1=15L that the objects will continue to heat up
as long as they are rubbed together-and lig/;flEthat rubbing

,.

causes the particles in the.objects to vibrate faSter as long as

the rubbing continues:

, lo-Core -14

.Given a line representing a range of energy levels and asked to
locate.states. of matter on the line accprding to their relative

,energy levels, the student applies the concept that ror a given
substance, the gaseous4state has more energy than the liquid state
and the.liquid state has more-energy thpn the solid state by
LIdji-jx,a the relative positionS of thetthrep states on the line.

10 -Core -15

Given a'statement that there is more heat in a large quantity of
cool water than in a small quantity of ha water and asked to
explain why this ls true., using the heat-as-energy model, the
student generates the explanation that the aMount of heat stored
is.,the.total amount,of particle vibration and that in the large

quantity of cold water so many.particles vibrate that althougri
they are vibrating more slowly than in the.small amount of hot
watr, the .total amount of vibration is greater by ap,s2D4Dg, with
the essence of the nOtion.

10-Core-16

When asked to use. the heat-asenergy model to explain how a ther7
mometer wprks, the student'applies the heat-as-energy,model to
explain the rising and.falling of the .liquid in the thermometer by
geacautlaz, that when a thermometer is placeMin hot materials,
energY of motim absorbeC(tr4nsferred) Pig= the moving parti-
cles of the sUbstance whose t9mperature is being measured, causing
the liquid partieles of the thermOmeter to move faster and there-
fore farther apart, and that When a thermometer is,placed in cold

-10-C6re-17 -

.01



. materials, the particles give.up energy to the material being
, measured and vibrate less, thereby becoming closer together and
occupying less space, which.reduces the volume of the liquid.

10-Core-18- .Given data in graph form showing the input-output of almachine
which has a constant amount of energy supplied to it and Showing
the output work ploted againbt the temperature ahange of the.
machine And asked t6 explain what is happening to the input eneiigy
as the amount of useful energy &creases, the student generates
th e. explanation that the, increase in teMperature-is theireason'for.
,the decrease in.usable Outi5ut energy bftause the machink converts
. more inOut energy into heat energy and less into.output energy,as

.'the temperature of the-machine increases by rAROc.aratz to that.-
.effect.

'.-10-Core-19 Gixen g diagram and a description of an activity in which input
energy is greater than output energy and asked to explain the
misSing energy in terms of the heattas-energy model, the stuaent
applies the concept that the'missing energy is converted by
friction into. heat energy, or-particle vibrations, in sliaing
surfaces by sta,11124 the essence:of that'concept.

10-Exc 45-1 Given a description of bunk bed sleeping accommodations and a
.heating element on or near the floor and asked in which bunk he
would be most likely to keep warm and to explain his answer, the
student applies the principle that warm air has mom volume per
unit of mass than a corresponcling mass of cooler air by pespondinti
that he Will. bp .warmer in the top bunk and. with the principle thalip,

the warm air has more voluMe per unit of mass and wili.rise,
whereas the.cooler air will kink.

10-Exc 46-1 Given four statements purporting .to be reasons. to discard a.
scientific model and asked when a scientific model is discarded,

.

the student applies the principle that scientific models are
discarded'w4en nlw, well-tested observations are made that do not
fit the mod41, et is, dien the modification of the model begins
to cause internal contradictions, by ct1 the entry to that
effect.

10-Exc 47-1 Givtn a temperature-time graph showing changes in the state of
matter and asked to describe what is occurring during each time
interval represented by each section of the line.of the graph,
the student applies the concepts.that during cooling the curve
slopes downward to the right or that 'during heat14the'curVe
slopes.upward to the rig..ht.and that during chaPlgesof state the
slope is zero by so.rapailalz..

4.

A



4.

Given three tine-temperature'graphs and asked to choose-thegraPh
'that best represents the cooling of'a,pure substance through a
change of state, the student applies.the principles that cooling
curves have a negative slope and thkt during a phase change there

is no change in the temperature of a pure substance by ggigrilka

a curve Which.best.fies the notion for a coolingsituation.. .

lO-Exc 47

*

Given a descriptiOn Of a.sequence in which energy is converted. .

from one type to another and asked41 all the energy.has been
converted to the ty4e of energy described at the end 'Of the a

sequence and .if not, where the lost energy.goes or the gained

energy comes frop,,the student applies the rUles -.that energy

conversioq always'involves a loss of usable energy, that the total!.

amount oflenergy is never altered,-and that sone of.the input.
energy.iS.converted to'heat energy by mkagadizi that the appar-
ently lost energy has been converted into heat energy.

10 -Excla48

41'
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